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Abstract
Video-based multiple human tracking has played a crucial role in many appli-
cations such as intelligent video surveillance, human behavior analysis, and
health-care systems. The detection based tracking framework has become
the dominant paradigm in this research field, and the major task is to ac-
curately perform the data association between detections across the frames.
However, online multiple human tracking, which merely relies on the detec-
tions given up to the present time for the data association, becomes more
challenging with noisy detections, missed detections, and occlusions. To
address these challenging problems, there are three novel data association
methods for online multiple human tracking are presented in this thesis,
which are online group-structured dictionary learning, enhanced detection
reliability and multi-level cooperative fusion.
The first proposed method aims to address the noisy detections and
occlusions. In this method, sequential Monte Carlo probability hypothe-
sis density (SMC-PHD) filtering is the core element for accomplishing the
tracking task, where the measurements are produced by the detection based
tracking framework. To enhance the measurement model, a novel adaptive
gating strategy is developed to aid the classification of measurements. In
addition, online group-structured dictionary learning with a maximum vot-
ing method is proposed to estimate robustly the target birth intensity. It
enables the new-born targets in the tracking process to be accurately initial-
ized from noisy sensor measurements. To improve the adaptability of the
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group-structured dictionary to target appearance changes, the simultaneous
codeword optimization (SimCO) algorithm is employed for the dictionary
update.
The second proposed method relates to accurate measurement selection
of detections, which is further to refine the noisy detections prior to the track-
ing pipeline. In order to achieve more reliable measurements in the Gaussian
mixture (GM)-PHD filtering process, a global-to-local enhanced confidence
rescoring strategy is proposed by exploiting the classification power of a mask
region-convolutional neural network (R-CNN). Then, an improved pruning
algorithm namely soft-aggregated non-maximal suppression (Soft-ANMS) is
devised to further enhance the selection step. In addition, to avoid the misuse
of ambiguous measurements in the tracking process, person re-identification
(ReID) features driven by convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are inte-
grated to model the target appearances.
The third proposed method focuses on addressing the issues of missed
detections and occlusions. This method integrates two human detectors
with different characteristics (full-body and body-parts) in the GM-PHD
filter, and investigates their complementary benefits for tracking multiple
targets. For each detector domain, a novel discriminative correlation match-
ing (DCM) model for integration in the feature-level fusion is proposed, and
together with spatio-temporal information is used to reduce the ambigu-
ous identity associations in the GM-PHD filter. Moreover, a robust fusion
center is proposed within the decision-level fusion to mitigate the sensitiv-
ity of missed detections in the fusion process, thereby improving the fusion
performance and tracking consistency.
The effectiveness of these proposed methods are investigated using the
MOTChallenge benchmark, which is a framework for the standardized eval-
uation of multiple object tracking methods. Detailed evaluations on chal-
lenging video datasets, as well as comparisons with recent state-of-the-art
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Statement of Originality
The contributions of this thesis are mainly to improve measurement driven
filtering for online multiple human tracking. The following international
journal and conference papers verify the novelty of the contributions.
In Chapter 3, a novel adaptive gating method is proposed to achieve
better measurement classification for the filtering process. Then an online
group-structured dictionary learning strategy is developed for robust target
birth intensity estimation. Additionally, the SimCO algorithm is exploited
for the dictionary update, which is devoted to efficiently dealing with the
target appearance changes. These research outputs have been published in:
1. Z. Fu, P. Feng, S. M. Naqvi, and J. A. Chambers, ‘Particle PHD Filter
based Multi-Target Tracking using Discriminative Group-Structured
Dictionary Learning’, in Proc. IEEE International Conference on
Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP ), pp. 4376-
4380, 2017.
2. Z. Fu, P. Feng, F. Angelini, J. A. Chambers, and S. M. Naqvi, ‘Parti-
cle PHD Filter based Multiple Human Tracking using Online Group-
Structured Dictionary Learning’, IEEE Access, vol. 6, pp. 14764-
14778, 2018.
In Chapter 4, a novel two-stage measurement selection technique based
on enhanced detection reliability is proposed in the tracking pipeline. In
the first stage, a global-to-local enhanced confidence rescoring strategy is
proposed to mitigate the misalignment between the given confidence scores
and true human detections. In the second stage, a Soft-ANMS algorithm is
developed to improve the robustness in the suppression process. Moreover,
CNN features based on the person re-identification are employed to build
target appearance models for improving the target association. The outputs
of these three solutions are presented in:
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3. Z. Fu, S. M. Naqvi, and J. A. Chambers, ‘Enhanced GM-PHD Filter
Using CNN-Based Weight Penalization for Multi-Target Tracking’, in
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4. Z. Fu, Xin Lai, and S. M. Naqvi, ‘Enhanced Detection Reliability
for Human Tracking Based Video Analytics’, in Proc. International
Conference on Information Fusion (FUSION), pp. 1-7, 2019.
In Chapter 5, novel multi-level (feature-level and decision-level) coop-
erative fusion within the measurement driven GM-PHD filter framework is
presented for online multiple human tracking. For the feature-level fusion, a
novel DCM model is proposed and fused with spatio-temporal information
to mitigate the ambiguities in the identity associations. For the decision-
level fusion, a robust fusion center with virtual and real zones is proposed
to improve the fusion process and tracking consistency. The contributions
of this tracking method appear in:
5. Z. Fu, F. Angelini, S. M. Naqvi, and J. A. Chambers, ‘GM-PHD Filter
Based Online Multiple Human Tracking Using Deep Discriminative
Correlation Matching’, in Proc. IEEE International Conference
on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP ), pp. 4299-
4303, 2018.
6. Z. Fu, S. M. Naqvi, and J. A. Chambers, ‘Collaborative Detector Fu-
sion of Data-Driven PHD Filter for Online Multiple Human Track-
ing’, in Proc. International Conference on Information Fusion
(FUSION), pp. 1976-1981, 2018.
7. Z. Fu, F. Angelini, J. A. Chambers, and S. M. Naqvi, ‘Multi-Level
Cooperative Fusion of GM-PHD Filters for Online Multiple Human
Tracking’, IEEE Transactions on Multimedia, 2019. In Press.
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With the rapid advancement in industrial technologies, surveillance cameras
have become ubiquitous [7]. The importance of video surveillance continues
to rise in contemporary society, as the utility of video data has been rapidly
evolving through the development of autonomous video analytics tools which
are able to analyze the visual world. In fact, video analytics plays a crucial
role in the development of intelligent video surveillance systems, the ultimate
aim of which is to automatically perceive and understand visual content from
video camera recordings [5].
Detecting and tracking multiple humans [6,8–13] which represents a fun-
damental and important processing step has enormously advanced many
video analytics applications, particularly in crime or terrorism investiga-
tion, outdoor environment surveillance, assisted living, indoor environment
surveillance, homeland security and sports analysis [7], [14]. Example appli-
cations of multiple human tracking are represented in Fig. 1.1. Of particular
interest in multiple human tracking is to facilitate the autonomous system
to better understand human-involved events occurring in a surveillance re-
gion [7]. During the last two decades, many researchers have been seeking
reliable multiple human trackers which enable the surveillance system to ac-
quire a richer human description from the scene, thereby facilitating holistic
scene interpretation. Major tasks of multiple human tracking are to localize
1
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 1.1. Examples of multiple human tracking application. Com-
mon racking scenarios include (a) crime or terrorism investigation, (b)
outdoor environment surveillance, (c) assisted living, (d) indoor envi-
ronment surveillance, (e) homeland security, and (f) sports analysis.
accurately varying number of targets, retrieve their trajectories, as well as
maintaining their identities in a given video sequence [6]. However, there still
exist many challenging problems needed to be further tackled. These issues
are particularly caused by complicated environments such as the varying
number of targets, noisy detections or clutter, missed detections and occlu-
sions.
To deal with these challenging issues, there are several approaches that
have been established to execute this tracking task. Traditional approaches
have involved explicit association between measurements and targets in mul-
tiple human tracking such as multiple hypotheses tracking (MHT) and the
joint probabilistic data association filter (JPDAF) [8], [15]. With the rapid
advancements of human detection [2, 12, 16], recent video-based multiple
human tracking methods have benefited significantly from the tracking-by-
detection framework in either online or offline processing. In this frame-
work, it necessitates detections that are accurately associated and linked
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across frames, so as to achieve a higher tracking performance. Off-line track-
ers [17–22] process the video sequences using both past and future detection
responses, but such non-causal systems are difficult to apply in time critical
video surveillance. This thesis focuses on online multiple human tracking,
by only relying on the detections given up to the present time.
Recursive Bayesian filtering based on Bayes theory has proved to be
effective and appropriate mathematical tools to efficiently perform the infer-
ence task in different tracking domains, e.g. radar tracking and sensor fu-
sion [23]. This framework performs dynamic state estimation by combining
target motion and observation, which is appropriate for the focused online
tracking methods. Established Bayesian tracking schemes such as Kalman
filtering [24] and particle filtering [25] have been adapted in various stud-
ies so that they are better usable in video processing applications. However,
most of these approaches notably focused on single target tracking; when the
tracking scenario becomes complicated especially with increasing number of
targets, they may not be able to demonstrate promising performance.
More recent multi-target Bayesian filtering methods are developed based
on the probability hypothesis density (PHD) filters which are built upon
random finite set (RFS) theory [26]. The key advantage of this approach is
that it can naturally deal with a varying number of targets, which allows
it to be well integrated with the detection based tracking framework. This
approach is also suitable for providing the tracking estimates in both car-
dinality and localization with relatively low computational cost [9]. Due to
the aforementioned merits, the PHD filtering technique has been successfully
developed from its original radar/sonar tracking domain to be applicable in
vision tasks [1, 9, 27–31]. Typically, Gaussian mixture (GM)-PHD and se-
quential Monte Carlo (SMC)-PHD filters are two commonly used resulting
implementations from this theory.
However, applying conventional PHD filters directly with the tracking-
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by-detection framework is inadequate to achieve the desired tracking perfor-
mance, since there are several key points within this approach which need
particular attention to expand its capability in video tracking applications.
Firstly, the entire tracking process is closely dependent on the quality of
the measurements, so it is necessary to perform initial preprocessing on the
obtained measurements e.g. detection analysis, so the PHD updating step
can be better realized without being contaminated by clutter or noise. The
tracker must also be able to decide the number of targets at each time frame
as human targets may appear and disappear from the scene, which is im-
portant for target initialization and termination. In the context of video
tracking, visual similarities between frames should be well exploited for tar-
get matching, which could be also useful to handle the complex occlusion
issues. Moreover, the tracker should include a track management mecha-
nism to deduce preliminary tracking estimates of the pixel-level position of
each human target, and therefore ultimately output the bounding boxes with
unique identities around tracked targets at each time frame.
1.2 Aims and objectives
This thesis aims to exploit fully the measurements obtained from the hu-
man detection, by different machine learning or fusion techniques to drive
the PHD filtering together with the detection based tracking framework for
online multiple human tracking. The main goal is to address the afore-
mentioned issues existing in multiple human tracking by improving several
primary components in the tracking pipeline. The particular objectives are:
• Objective 1: Strengthening the measurement model in the particle
PHD filter by classifying the raw measurements achieved from the
human detector.
In Chapter 3, an adaptive gating step which exploits the spatio-temporal
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and human size information is developed to distinguish the measurements
originated from survival and new-born targets.
• Objective 2: Elevating the birth intensity estimation by applying on-
line group-structured dictionary learning.
In Chapter 3, target appearance models constructed by group-structured
dictionary learning are used to retrieve more accurately the new-born tar-
gets. The SimCO algorithm is utilized to update the dictionary with the
aim of handling the appearance variations.
• Objective 3: Enhancing detection reliability prior to the tracking
model by applying a two-stage measurement selection of detections.
In Chapter 4, the establishment of enhanced detection reliability to aid
the earlier tracking process is divided into two stages: rescoring the detection
confidence by taking advantage of the classification power of the Mask R-
CNN and further to suppress false alarms by using the Soft-ANMS algorithm.
• Objective 4: Developing novel target appearance modeling by using
CNN features based on the person re-identification.
In Chapter 4, instead of utilizing hand-crafted features, CNN features
driven by the person re-identification are used to establish the target ap-
pearance models with the aim of mitigating the target ambiguity during the
measurement grouping process.
• Objective 5: Investigating the ambiguous identity associations in the
GM-PHD filtering process by performing the feature-level fusion.
In Chapter 5, target appearance models are further enhanced via the
developed DCM model, which are jointly used with spatial-temporal con-
straints to penalize the ambiguous target associations.
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• Objective 6: Addressing missed detections by collaboratively fusing
two human detectors in a designed fusion center.
Missed detections can easily affect the performance of multiple human
tracking, therefore, in Chapter 5, a robust fusion center which resorts to
the complementary strengths of two human detectors is developed at the
decision level to mitigate the issue of missed detection.
To sum up, this thesis systematically contributes to the multiple hu-
man tracking in the following aspects: enhancing the acquisition of new-
born targets via online group-structured dictionary learning, improving the
limitations of measurement model by establishing the enhanced detection
reliability, achieving better target association by developing robust target
appearance models and dealing with the missed detection by proposing a
multi-level fusion approach.
1.3 Thesis outline
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2, in general, gives a relevant literature review of multiple human
tracking, and also explains the background preliminaries that are helpful to
derive and evaluate the proposed techniques in the thesis. The important
relevance of previous works to this thesis is firstly described in three main
aspects. Human detection as an essential step in the detection based track-
ing framework is discussed. Different challenges associated with multiple
human tracking are described, including various solutions to address them.
Moreover, related developed multiple human tracking methods are catego-
rized by carrying through the primary components in the tracking system,
where the application of different categories as well as their advantages and
disadvantages are given. Then, the problem formulation of multiple human
tracking is presented by a probabilistic Bayesian filtering framework, with
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a particular interest on the RFS based PHD filtering. Benchmark datasets
and performance measures are also given with details for the tracking eval-
uations.
Major technical contributions are divided into the following three chap-
ters. Chapter 3 pertains to the first and second objectives, and provides the
contributions to improving the measurement model and birth intensity esti-
mation in the measurement-driven filtering framework via the exploitation of
online group-structured dictionary learning. This chapter is mostly based on
the published works in [10] and [28]. Chapter 4 presents an enhanced detec-
tion reliability (EDR) module signifying a stand-alone algorithm to improve
the measurement selection of detections, which possesses an essential step
in the early stage of the entire tracking framework. This chapter also deals
with mitigating the target ambiguity by leveraging CNN features based upon
target visual similarity measures. The majority of the technical parts in this
chapter were previously published in [31] and [32]. Chapter 5 continues with
alleviating ambiguous target associations in the tracking framework by in-
troducing a novel DCM model and performing feature fusions. Furthermore,
this chapter provides a collaborative detector fusion perspective to address
the missed detections by compensating for the missing information from ei-
ther detector domain. Parts of this approach were presented in [33]. In the







As introduced before, multiple human tracking plays a fundamental role in
many video analytics applications, which requires the tracking performance
to be more accurate and robust in complex environments. To this end,
many researchers have been seeking relevant solutions to improve tracking
performance in the last decade. Thus, it may not be feasible to conduct a
complete review within this research topic, instead the goal of this chapter is
to summarize recent progress regarding multiple human tracking associated
with essential techniques that are mostly close to the proposed solutions in
this thesis.
In fact, it is not easy to categorize tracking methods with a universal cri-
terion, which means that a particular tracking method must be classified into
multiple categories in the tracking family [34, 35]. Therefore, this chapter
starts with introducing the dominant detection based tracking framework,
which generally categorizes most tracking methods into online and offline de-
pending upon the processing mode. Then more discussions are made on the
8
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recent tracking methods by following two major aspects: current tracking
challenges and primary components of a tracking system. The main chal-
lenges of multiple human tracking are firstly presented, followed by relevant
established tracking methods for each of them. Then the key components
included in modelling multiple human tracking are reviewed. This thesis
focuses on recursive Bayesian filtering methods to realize the tracking infer-
ence in the detection based tracking framework. Therefore, the background
preliminaries related to Bayesian tracking models are presented.
The rest of this chapter is presented as follows: Section 2.2 presents
the recent development of human detection which advances multiple human
tracking. Section 2.3 describes the main difficulties for designing a multiple
human tracking system as well as relevant existing solutions. Section 2.4
reviews the established tracking methods based on recent advancements of
primary components in the tracking process. Section 2.5 details the system-
atic problem formulation based on Bayesian filtering. Finally, evaluation
sequences from three different datasets as well as the performance evalua-
tion criteria employed in this thesis for making comparison between different
tracking algorithms are presented in Sections 2.6 and 2.7.
2.2 Human detection
With the advancement of object detection, the detection based tracking
framework as shown in Fig. 2.1, has become a commonly-used paradigm
to track multiple humans in video [6, 36–39], since it has better ability to
deal automatically with how the targets are initialized and terminated. As
introduced before, this thesis also focuses on the detection based tracking
framework, which acts as a pre-processing step independent from the track-
ing pipeline. Specifically, a pre-trained human detector is initially employed
in each frame of an input video sequence to capture a set of candidate bound-





Figure 2.1. An overview of detection based tracking systems. A
human detector is firstly performed on the given video sequence to
achieve detection responses. Based on the obtained detections, tracking
algorithms can be established to construct the target trajectories using
either online or offline processing.
ing boxes.
Early tracking works [1], [28], [40] often employed background subtrac-
tion methods which mainly investigate the pixel-wise differences between the
trained background model and foreground objects to obtain the regions of
blobs. As can be seen from Fig. 2.2, obtained foreground blobs usually need
a post-processing step to reduce the effect of small patches of noise as well
as handling the merging targets, so that they can be applied as input to
multiple human tracking. This kind of technique to capture the region of
interest also requires the background in the scene to be less altered, which
limits its application only to tracking scenarios with static cameras.
Recent developments on object detection particularly have allowed the
detector to robustly find human localization in more dynamic environments
with different camera motion and lighting conditions. The deformable part-
based model (DPM) proposed by Felzenszwalb et al. [2] has become one
of the commonly-used human detectors from the MOTChallenge bench-
mark [4], since this model well discovered the connection between different
individual parts in the entire target bounding box, and therefore provides
better detection accuracy. Fig. 2.3 shows a few exemplar detection results
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Figure 2.2. Exemplar results of human detections using background
subtraction method [1]. Some failure cases are given in the second row,
where small patches of noise falsely detected in all three results, and
merged measurements appear in the latter two results.
using the DPM detector. Owing to the recent success in deep learning, a
unified region-based convolutional neural network object detector namely
Faster R-CNN [16] has been developed, due to its superior detection per-
formance, this deep learning based detector has been adopted for human
detections in the MOTChallenge benchmark [4]. In this approach, a re-
gion proposal network (RPN) which shares convolutional features with the
detection network is introduced. This RPN can provide highly reliable re-
gion proposal, thus guiding the detection network to pay more attention on
potential object regions for detections. After obtaining a set of candidate
detections given a video sequence, then a tracking system begins with the
collected measurements to perform the subsequent tracking process. Under
the detection based tracking framework, there are essentially two processing
modes for multiple human tracking: online and offline tracking. The ma-
jor difference is whether measurements from future frames are used or not
when performing the current tracking processing. This is quite similar to
the notations of causal and non-causal systems within the signal processing
theory. In practice, existing offline tracking approaches [36, 38, 41] employ
both past and future detections to address the data association problem by
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Figure 2.3. Example results of human detection using DPM detector
[2] for multiple human tracking. There are some failure cases given by
this method, such as false alarms which mostly appear in the first row
of results, whereas missed detections which are clearly shown in the
second row.
globally formulating an optimization problem. These offline trackers often
perform more promisingly than online counterparts, however they may not
be suitable for automated real-time surveillance systems. Online tracking
approaches [6,8,10,37,39,42] achieve the tracking estimates only relying on
detections from past and current time.
Although this framework has become the dominant initializing step in
the entire tracking pipeline, its imperfection may cause several critical issues
in the subsequent tracking process. The following section will summarize and
discuss the existing solutions for the challenging problems in multiple human
tracking.
2.3 The challenges of multiple human tracking
Different from single target tracking, multiple human tracking becomes more
challenging especially with complex scene conditions, including unknown
number of targets, noisy detections or clutter, missed detections, and oc-
clusions. Fig. 2.4 represents some example challenges within video-based
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.4. Visual illustration of challenging issues in multiple human
tracking. (a) Varying number of targets: the number of targets varies
between frames. (b) Noisy detections: objects other than humans as
well as background noise are detected; (c) Missed detections: targets
are missed by the detector. (d) Occlusions: partial or full occlusions
often occur in the crowded environment. Image frames shown in this
figure are obtained from the MOTChallenge benchmark [3] [4].
multiple human tracking work. More video demonstrations to explain the
tracking challenges are publicly available in the website1. In the follow-
ing subsections, numerous tracking methods with related solutions to these
challenges are discussed.
2.3.1 Unknown number of targets
The first issue of multiple target tracking is how to cope with unknown
number of targets, which is due to targets appearing and disappearing from
the scene. To address this issue, traditional approaches have involved explicit
association between measurements and targets in multiple human tracking
such as multiple hypotheses tracking (MHT) [43] and the joint probabilistic
1http://www.intellsensing.com/research/information-processing/
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data association filter (JPDAF) [15], but both of these suffer from being
computationally expensive with increasing number of targets. The RFS
based PHD filter [26] provides a promising alternative to handle variable
dimension state and measurement vector by representing them as finite sets,
as well as recursively propagating the first-order moment of the multiple
target posterior [44], [45]. In addition to the PHD filter, the multi-Bernoulli
filter [46] [47], as one of the resulting filters from RFS theory, was also
proposed for multiple human tracking [48].
However, conventional PHD and multi-Bernoulli filtering methods [26],
[44], [46] empirically preset the birth intensity to cover the entire region of
interest. This requires prior knowledge of the scene information, and has
limitations in real world scenarios. To avoid the necessity of prior knowl-
edge in estimating birth intensity, Ristic et al. [49] built the adaptive target
birth model based on new-born particles with high measurement likelihood.
Likewise, Maggio et al. [50] attempted to model the birth intensity function
within a limited volume around the observations to generate new-born par-
ticles from a mixture of Gaussians centered on the components of original
measurements. However, these approaches are still unable to automatically
deal with target birth and deaths that are highly random and unpredictable.
Detection based tracking has become the most commonly used initializa-
tion method in most tracking systems, since this paradigm can automatically
deal with the targets appearing or disappearing from a practical perspec-
tive. Therefore, the PHD filtering based tracking methods driven by the
detection based tracking framework can better handle the tracking scenario
where the number of targets changes. In this thesis, the aim is to develop
new measurement-driven filtering algorithmic solutions for multiple human
tracking in video, where measurements are captured by the detection based
tracking framework.
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2.3.2 Noisy detections
In detection based tracking framework, a human detector is likely to be
confused by other classes of objects or the background. This results in clut-
ter or noisy detections which can deteriorate the tracking accuracy. Offline
trackers [36,38,51] usually consider global data association by exploring fu-
ture detection responses to remove noisy detections. As for online tracking
methods, conventional Bayesian filtering approaches often used spatial and
temporal constraints to filter the interferences in the measurement set. For
example, existing gating techniques [52], [53] have been widely explored to
select valid measurements and reduce the computation time in the update
step by designing a validation region with spatial relation. Si et al. [54]
pre-defined a confidence level to perform the gating strategy to generate
adaptively the target birth intensity. However, the above traditional meth-
ods may be no longer applicable to achieve effective measurements without
the assumption: the initial distribution of the new-born target is known, at
most one new target can enter to the scene at one time instant, and target
births and deaths can be generated at arbitrary positions at any time. Wu et
al. [55] improved the measurement model by introducing an iterative random
sample consensus (I-RANSAC) method to estimate the target birth intensity
from uncertain measurements, whereas they approximated the trajectory of
a new-born target as a straight line by means of regressing a line model
with a given measurement set, which is not always feasible to track targets
with nonlinear movements especially in video surveillance. Zhou et al. [56]
proposed an algorithm based on entropy distribution and coverage rate to
eliminate irrelevant measurements e.g. background noises for accurate birth
intensity estimation.
In addition to employing the spatial and temporal constraints, leverag-
ing a classifier based on the target appearances would better discriminate
desired targets from the background. Feng et al. [9] employed colour features
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to learn a one-class support vector machine (OCSVM) to discriminate the
valid targets and background clutter. Breitenstein et al. [57] used online-
learned target specific classifiers to enhance the observation model. Further-
more, Chu et al. [58] devised a dynamic convolutional neural network (CNN)
based model which combines spatial-temporal attention scheme with CNN
features to prevent the target drifting to background. However, the increased
computational cost of coupling appearance models may not be avoided.
Exploiting detection confidence scores has become an important step to
acquire more reliable detections in some tracking systems, due to its less
computational load. Tang et al. [38] incorporated the detection confidence
into the pairwise affinity model for better clustering to tracks. Bae and
Yoon [59] devised a tracklet confidence measure via detectability and con-
tinuity to improve tracklet association. However, the confidence score may
not be always reliable, high-scored false detections can still exist, and thus
worsen the tracking performance. Sanchez-Matilla et al. [29] exploited strong
and weak detections in multiple detectors to improve the detection model.
Chen et al. [39] made full advantage of deep neural networks to enhance
the detection scores for candidate selection. Alternatively, contextual infor-
mation from the scene structure has been also incorporated to promote the
tracking problem. For instance, Chen et al. [51] exploited scene understand-
ing and mutual detection correlation to improve the detection model, and
thus avoid false detections.
2.3.3 Missed detections
Considering more complex or congested scenes, missed detections (false neg-
atives) are often generated by a human detector with limited ability. This
challenge could degrade the performance of the established methods, espe-
cially in PHD filtering based approaches which are prone to missed detec-
tions. According to the recent literature, offline trackers often attempt to
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use target interpolation or stitching to fill the gap between two tracks, and
then recover the missed detections via tracklet association [60] [38], how-
ever these approaches must gain access to future image frames. For online
trackers, most of them relied on the target motion patterns from the past
and present to predict target movement in the next frames when it has
been missed from the detector, so linear [61] [57] and non-nonlinear motion
models [62], [63] have been investigated. Recent learning based methods
introduced recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [37], [64] for the non-linear
motion prediction.
Although the above methods have been able to mitigate the problem
of missed detections, these single detector based tracking approaches are
limited and used to explore the image context more comprehensively. Multi-
detector fusion provides an effective solution to reinforce the tracking pro-
cess. To leverage the advantages of fusing multiple input sources, Ma et
al. [65] proposed to combine multiple detectors with different modalities
(RGB and depth) at detection level, and model the deformable spatial re-
lationship to overcome the multiple human tracking problems. In [27], a
multiple detector approach which is more suitable for computer vision task
is presented by developing a novel likelihood model averaging a sum of in-
dividual likelihoods. Kutschbach et al. [66] extended the GM-PHD filter
with kernelized correlation filters (KCFs) in a sequential fusion approach for
refining target predictions. Khalid et al. [67] proposed to fuse a variety of
trackers at decision level by hierarchically clustering the trackers based on
spatio-temporal agreement to achieve final tracking estimates. Moreover,
Henschel et al. [36] globally formulated the tracking task using multiple de-
tectors as a weighted graph labeling problem, which is solved by Binary
Quadratic optimization.
Generalized covariance intersection (GCI) [68] fusion has become a commonly-
used approach to implement multi-detector fusion in the PHD filtering frame-
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work. According to the systematic formulations in [69], Uney et al. [70]
presented a distributed fusion of SMC-CPHD filters via exponential mix-
ture densities (EMD). Then a further realization developed by Battistelli et
al. [71] is to use GM implementation for GCI distributed fusion. For the la-
belled RFS filters, Wang et al. [72] has analyzed the label space mismatching
phenomenon, and meanwhile proposed a robust fusing strategy which is to
perform GCI fusion with the unlabelled versions of posteriors transformed
from labelled counterparts. However, the aforementioned methods using the
original GCI product rule are prone to missed detections [73]. To address
this, a proposed multi-level cooperative fusion approach will be presented in
Chapter 5.
2.3.4 Occlusions
Long or short term occlusion can be considered as a special type of missed
detection for the occluded target, since it often occurs when the measure-
ment of the occluded target is absent. This problem leads to less convincing
tracking results with increased number of identity switches and missed detec-
tions. To mitigate this problem, many researchers have developed different
solutions in the last decade. Intuitively, the use of multi-cameras [74] in
video tracking giving multiple views of targets can provide better tracking
visibility when targets are occluded in some point of view. However, fusion
of different cameras requires extra processing time in communicating and
exchanging information, and the camera calibration may be also considered.
In addition, methods with other modalities different from the camera
sensor have also been developed for occlusion handling. For instance, depth
information [75] [65] has been demonstrated to be helpful for separating the
occluded targets during tracking, as it allows targets to be spatially visible.
Audio aided tracking methods [11] [76] [77] usually employ audio data as
an extra source to localize the speakers due to its independence to visual
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occlusions. However, introducing these modalities limits the tracker only
to be applicable for the tracking scenarios with audio recording or depth
information, but this may not be suitable for real world tracking applications
such as video surveillance.
Although the aforementioned approaches can benefit the tracking task,
this thesis focuses on 2D multiple human tracking with a single RGB cam-
era. To handle the occlusion problem in this research direction, appearance
and interaction models have been investigated as two important cues to ac-
curately identity or separate the targets within the occlusion region. Zhou
et al. [56] proposed a game theory based algorithm with an improved spatial
colour appearance model for mutual occlusion handling. Zhou et al. [78]
explored the fusion of multiple features to penalize the ambiguous targets
in the occlusion area, so as to improve the tracking accuracy. Interaction
models such as social force model [79] aim to constrain the target motions by
capturing the interactions and forces (repulsion or attraction) between dif-
ferent targets. For instance, Ata et al. [8] developed a variational Baeysian
clustering combined with social force model to address complex inter-target
occlusions. Feng et al. [9] proposed a novel exponential function based so-
cial model combined with Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) resampling
to improve the target prediction step when interactions occur. In contrast
to model the interactions between targets, Lan et al. [41] exploited close
and distant interactions between target tracklets to facilitate multiple object
tracking. Following the recent success in deep learning, human interactions
can be learned through a data-driven approach instead of hand-crafted func-
tions. Amir et al. [37] utilized a long-short term memory (LSTM) network
with occupancy grids to learn an interaction model. To address this, a pro-
posed multi-level cooperative fusion approach will be presented in Chapter
5.
In this section, the main challenges as well as the existing solutions have
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been reviewed. In the following, primary components for designing a multiple
human tracking system will be introduced, and also recent developments
regarding these components will be reviewed.
2.4 Primary components in multiple human tracking
The previous section has grouped existing multiple human tracking works
based on different challenging problems. In this section, related tracking
methods will be categorized based on the recent advancements of primary
components in the tracking process. Fig. 2.5 illustrates the taxonomy of
multiple human tracking algorithms based on two crucial parts: target rep-
resentation and tracking inference. For each part, important milestones
associated with different established techniques on multiple human tracking
are discussed.
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2.4.1 Target representation
Once the candidate detections are obtained from a human detector, the next
important step is how to measure the target similarity between frames. The
similarity measurement between targets is built upon target representation
models which can describe the characteristics of targets, such as appearance,
position, movement and gait in the human tracking task [34]. Ideally, the
representation of targets can be modelled with unique features, which can
distinguish individuals from the desired target, background and other targets
in the same category. In fact, there are several features that have been ap-
plied to represent human targets in the tracking literature, such as, motion,
colour, shape, gradient, depth, occupancy map, and optical flow [35]. These
features can be used to construct different representation or measurement
models.
In this section, recent developments of appearance model, spatio-temporal
model, and hybrid model will be mainly discussed, since these are closely
related to the proposed works in the thesis.
Appearance Model
In the context of video-based multiple human tracking, exploiting human
appearances is crucial to compute the target similarity or affinity. For hu-
man beings, it is feasible to recognize the uniqueness of targets by grasping
their appearances, but this is much more difficult for an ordinary camera
to optimize this objective. The surveillance system needs to learn how to
visually represent or describe what it sees from the targets. In essence, ex-
tracting descriptive features has become an importantly prior step to build
up the appearance model.
In the last decade, many researchers have been seeking for better feature
engineering techniques for the visual target representation. In general, fea-
ture extraction is performed on the region of interest e.g. a bounding box,
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where various appearance-related features can be employed for the visual
representation, such as colour histograms [80], histogram of oriented gradi-
ents (HOG) [81], and convolutional features [82]. The colour histograms [80]
have been extensively investigated due to its robustness to shape and orienta-
tion variations, whereas neglecting the spatial information about the target
region limits its ability. Gradient based features such as HOG [81], which
are robust to geometric transformation and lighting changes have been also
well studied and successfully used for different vision applications, but the
accuracy can be affected by occlusions. Recently, with the advancements of
deep learning [83], convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been shown
to outperform the hand-crafted feature extractors as introduced above in a
wide range of computer vision tasks. CNN features with the aid of person
re-identification have been prevalently used to encode the target appearances
for single or multi-target tracking [39], [84], [85]. However, only relying on
one type of feature extractor may be limited to fully characterize the tar-
get appearance, integration between several types of features can enables
the appearance model to be more robust to different challenges. Techniques
such as feature concatenation [1], and product [40] can be utilized for the
feature fusion. For instance, Zhou et al. [78] developed a multi-feature fusion
approach, which combines spatial-colour appearance, histogram of oriented
gradient and Gaussian spatial constraints to realize the weight penalization,
thereby improving the tracking accuracy.
After the feature extraction, similarity measure or feature matching be-
tween targets can be made the extracted features by means of statistical
computation, generative and discriminative models. For the statistical mod-
elling, comparing the distance between feature vectors has been broadly
applied to efficiently compute the similarity across targets, such as Bhat-
tacharyya distance [40] and Cosine distance [61]. The calculated distance
is then transformed to likelihood function via Gaussian kernels like [86].
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For the generative models, a typical method, sparse representation has been
successfully applied to robust face recognition [87] and visual tracking [88]
To achieve the similarity measure, this method usually employs the with
minimal reconstruction error [89] or maximal sparsity coefficient [90], which
is computed between the candidate target and an over-complete dictionary
learned from the training targets. Recent advancements of structured spar-
sity has been proved to provide better efficiency and robustness than simple
sparsity in image classification and object tracking applications [91–94], the
success of which is attributed to exploiting the block structure in the learn-
ing process and considering prior information in the predefined structure of
the dictionary. Discriminative models are designed as a classifier using the
extracted features to discriminate the desired target from the background or
other targets, such as conventional approaches of boosting [95] and support
vector machines [9]. In recent years, deep neural networks with different
architectures have been used for similarity measure. Typical CNN based
models are siamese network [85] with two symmetrical CNN and quadru-
plet network [18] with four identical branches. Furthermore, correlation
filters have been effectively used as a discriminative classified in single ob-
ject tracking applications [84, 96]. This kind of technique can achieve high
computational efficiency due to the use of fast Fourier transforms, and its
collaborating with convolutional features gives better robustness for target
specific appearance modelling. To investigate how correlation filters can
improve multiple human tracking, [97] and [98] have been proposed to ap-
ply multiple single object trackers based on the KCFs in parallel for fast
tracking.
Spatio-temporal Information
Apart from the appearance model, spatial-temporal information can be also
useful to describe the characterises of the targets, when the motion un-
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certainty is low. This model which simplifies the measurement model can
largely relax the computation cost on the tracking algorithm without using
sophisticated visual information. The idea is to usually used as a constraint
to overlapping measure between frames such as Mahalanobis distance, Eu-
clidean distance and intersection-over-union (IOU) ratio.
Early tracking methods [52], [53] often exploit the spatia-temporal con-
straints to collect valid measurements by comparing the Mahalanobis dis-
tance between the predicted states and current measurements. Additionally,
Sanchez et al. [29] proposed an early association, in which, the Euclidean
distance is used to measure the difference on the position and size between
a pair of bounding boxes. Bochinski et al. [99] assumed that same tar-
gets in consecutive frames return a relatively high overlapping ratio, so they
proposed to use IOU ratio to measure the similarity for target matching.
Moreover, Milan et al. [64] presented an end-to-end learning approach to
investigate spatio-temporal correlation between targets instead of the use
of hand-designed distance measure. This is particularly use helpful to cope
with the realistic scenarios where targets have complex movements.
Hybrid model
In reality, the performance of methods in the previous section may degrade
drastically when targets move in close proximity, because relying solely on
spatio-temporal model is not robust enough to address the target ambiguity
in the image plane. Likewise, the use of appearance model alone may not
be adequate to give distinct cues to separate targets, especially when they
have similar appearances or occlusions occur to them. Therefore, fusing
different models to represent targets can complement each other and handle
the uncertainties in different aspects.
Following this, Wojke et al. [61] combined the motion information using
Mahalanobis distance with the CNN based appearance descriptor for better
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target assignment. Feng et al. [9] combined a social force based interaction
model with target motion to better handle the target ambiguity in the oc-
clusion region. Park et al. [62] proposed to integrate correlation filters and
a confidence-based relative motion network to perform a two-step data as-
sociation to track multiple objects, where Correlation filters are employed
as a verifying step to confirm the target estimates. To incorporate more
cues, Tang et al. [38] gathered a set of matching keypoints, spatio-temporal
relation and detection confidence to measure the affinity between a pair of
targets. With regard to the deep learning based fusion approach, Sadeghian
et al. [37] presented a structure of RNN to encode long-term dependencies
across motion, appearance and interaction models.
The above reviews underpin the major target representation models
which are closely related to the proposed works in the thesis. However,
there are other models that have been used to address the challenges and
thus improve the tracking accuracy, such as interaction and exclusion mod-
els [8], [79].
2.4.2 Tracking inference
Until this stage, detections (measurements) which are obtained from a hu-
man detector have been richly characterized with different feature models.
Then the real tracking part is to establish the link between these transformed
detections with tracked targets in the previous time [35]. In the following
subsections, two mainstreams for implementing tracking are discussed. The
one is Bayesian filtering based tracking using the Bayes theory. The other
is data association based tracking via an optimization solution.
Optimization based data association
In contrast to Bayesian filtering based tracking approaches, most of data as-
sociation based methods categorized to offline tracking generally utilize the
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entire set of detections to address a global optimization problem, where the
cost function is needed to be well designed. [17, 19–22]. In [100], tracking
multiple targets was formulated as a submodular maximization problem to
globally find the most related tracklets for trajectory generation. In [41], au-
thors exploited the interactions between non-associable tracklets to facilitate
multi-target tracking, and addressed the binary labeling problem using effi-
cient quadratic pseudo-Boolean optimization. For graph based approaches,
they associate and cluster the tracking hypotheses as different nodes on the
directed graphs, such as conditional random field [42], energy minimiza-
tion [22] and subgraph multi-cut [38]. Deep learning based data association
has attracted more attention recently. Kim et al. [101] developed a bilin-
ear LSTM which jointly encodes both appearance and motion information
for target tracks, in order to make the full use of past target appearance
Son et al. [18] proposed a Quadruplet CNN for multi-target tracking, which
employs quadruplet losses with appearance and motion cues to associate
detections across video frames. However, some of the techniques such as no-
tably Hungarian algorithm which is usually involved with data association
based tracking can be also integrated into Bayesian tracking approaches for
better tracking accuracy.
Bayesian filtering
Recursive Bayesian filtering based on Bayes theory effectively provides a gen-
eral framework for dynamic state estimation, which is closely related to the
focused online tracking methods. There are generally two stages in Bayesian
recursive estimation: prediction and update. In prediction stage, the sys-
tem model is used to predict the state posterior probability density. The
objective of the update step is to employ the new available measurements
to refine the estimated posterior probability density function (PDF) [25].
The Kalman filter [24] is widely known as the optimal algorithm addressing
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the linear-Gaussian estimation problem, relating the mean and covariance of
posterior distribution. The extended versions of the Kalman filter have been
developed, such as the extended Kalman filter and the unscented Kalman
filter. Regarding the scenarios in nonlinear or non-Gaussian filtering, parti-
cle filters [102] were developed to provide a better way for estimation via a
set of randomly weighted samples. Although these fundamental algorithms
have been shown to be effective in situations where the number of targets
are small, they are not always feasible to deal with high dimensional state
spaces and varying number of targets.
In recent years, random finite set theory [26] has become an increasing
trend in multi-target Bayesian tracking with the employment of finite set
statistics (FST). The PHD filter as one of the resulting filters from this theory
[26] provides a promising alternative to the previous conventional Bayesian
methods. This is because the PHD filtering method has the advantage of
estimating the time-varying number of targets and also gives estimates in
both cardinality and localization with relatively low computational cost [15].
Two main implementations of approximating the PHD intensity function
have been made by a Gaussian mixture as in the GM-PHD filter [103] or
the sequential monte carlo method via a set of weighted random particles
known as the SMC-PHD filter [44].
Driven by the detection based tracking framework, a practical version
of this filtering technique has been introduced from its original radar/sonar
tracking domain to be applicable in vision tasks [1,29]. Several recent strate-
gies have been made to enhance the performance of the PHD filtering based
video tracker for multiple human tracking. In [29], an early association step
has been presented to be helpful for better handling the missed detection and
clutter problems. Besides, the development of the GM-PHD filter has been
extended to track multiple targets with different types in [104]. Therefore,
in this thesis, this kind of filtering framework becomes the baseline track-
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ing inference to develop different algorithmic solutions to multiple human
tracking.
2.5 Background preliminaries of Bayesian tracking approaches
The previous section presented the taxonomy of multiple human tracking al-
gorithms in accordance with two crucial components: target representation
and tracking inference, and reviewed recent tracking methods and associ-
ated technologies of based on these two components. Recent developments
of target representation, such as appearance model, spatio-temporal model,
and hybrid model have been reviewed. In addition, Bayesian filtering and
optimization based tracking as two main approaches for implementing the
tracking inference are discussed. Since this thesis focuses on online multiple
human tracking, which typically requires only past and present detection
responses for the estimation. Probabilistic tracking approaches particularly
with the recursive Bayesian filtering methods are largely suitable for the
tracking process in an online mode. Therefore, the following subsections
are aimed at demonstrating the systematic formulation of Bayesian track-
ing approaches, including the details of multi-target Bayesian filtering, RFS
theory, and PHD filter.
2.5.1 Multiple target Bayesian filtering
Multiple human tracking can be generally considered as an online multiple
state estimation problem. Given a video sequence, the state for the i-th





the states of all present targets in a monitored scene in the k-th frame,
where Mk is the number of targets at time k. Thus, all the sequential
states of targets from the initial frame to the k-th frame are represented as
X1:k = {X1, ...,Xk}. It should be noted that the number of targets may be
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Figure 2.6. Graphical representation of a hidden Markov model within
Bayesian filtering. [5]
varied at each frame. Assuming that all the target states follow a first-order
Markov process, the current target state only relies on the very last state,
which yields the target dynamic or transition model fk|k−1,
fk|k−1(Xk|X1:k−1) = fk|k−1(Xk|Xk−1) (2.5.1)
where k|k−1 and k|k denote the prediction and filtering process respectively.
A graphical representation of the hidden Markov model within the Bayesian
filtering is described in Fig. 2.6, where the target state evolves from left to
right.
This Markov process also contains a measurement model to provide ob-
servation measurements for the target states. Since the developed tracking
systems in this thesis follow the detection based tracking paradigm, de-
tection responses are viewed as the viable measurements. The obtained





k ), where Nk is the number of measurements. Thus all the
obtained sequential measurements of all the targets for the entire sequence
are denoted as, Z1:k = {Z1, ...,Zk}. In the Markov process, the measurement
of a target is only associated with its target state, which means that all the
measurements are conditionally independent. Thus, the measurement model
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or likelihood function can be formulated as,
p(Zk|Xk) (2.5.2)
In the Bayesian filtering tracking model, the goal is to estimate the multi-
target posterior density p(Xk|Z1:k) at time k, which is conditioned on the
given measurements Z1:k = {Z1, ...,Zk} up to time k [103]. There are two
main steps in this tracking model: prediction and updating. The prediction
step is to predict the current state by combining all the previous obtained
measurements with the previous state through the state transition model
fk|k−1(Xk|Xk−1). The update step aims to update the predicted state with
the currently available measurements via the measurement model p(Zk|Xk).










Various fundamental methods have been proposed in the literature to
give an approximate solution to computing the integral of the above state
distribution, such as Kalman filtering [24], extended Kalman filtering [105],
and particle filtering [25]. However, issues of variable number of targets and
target states with non-fixed dimensions to some extent limit their capacity
to be applied in more complex tracking scenarios. In addition, computation-
ally intensive associations in these methods may not be avoided with the
increased number of targets. To address these issues, the concept of random
finite set based filtering techniques using finite statistics (FISST) will be
introduced in the following section.
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2.5.2 The random finite set for multiple target filtering
Random finite set [106] filtering has been recently developed in multi-target
tracking approaches, particularly to deal with tracking scenarios where the
number of targets is varied in time, as well as consistently handling the
problem of variable dimension states and measurements. Based upon the
RFS framework, a multiple target state and a multiple target measurement
at time k can be represented by two finite sets:
Xk = {x1k, ...,x
Mk
k } ∈ F(X ) (2.5.5)
Zk = {z1k, ..., z
Nk
k } ∈ F(Z) (2.5.6)
where F(X ) and F(Z) are the finite subsets of X and Z respectively [49].
According to [15], an RFS can be defined as a set where:
• the elements are random stochastic processes
• the set cardinality is also a stochastic process
Another advantage of the RFS framework [106] is that it provides a
principled solution to the problem of dynamically estimating multiple targets
in the presence of clutter and association uncertainty [103]. The uncertainty
in the multiple tracking system is represented by modelling the multiple
target state Xk and multiple target measurement Zk as random finite sets
[103]. Specifically, an RFS model for the time evolution of the multiple target
state contains target motion, birth and death. Given a multiple target state
Xk−1 at time k−1, each target xk−1 either survives at time k with a survival
probability ek|k−1(xk−1) or disappears with probality 1−ek|k−1(xk−1). For a
new-born target, it can be either generated spontaneously or spawned from
a target at time k − 1. Therefore, the multi-target state Xk at time k can
be constituted by the union of the surviving targets, spawned targets and













where Sk|k−1(ξ) denotes the RFS of survived targets, Υk is the RFS of spon-
taneous new-born targets at time k, andBk|k−1(ξ) denotes the RFS of targets
spawned at time k from a previous target state ξ [103].
Likewise, the RFS measurement model denoted by Zk, considers the
uncertain detections and clutter [103]. Given a target xk at time k, it can be
either missed by a sensor or detector with probability of pM,k(xk) or detected
with probability of 1−pM,k(xk). Hence, a measurement zk is generated with
a probability density by the measurement model (2.5.2). However, the false
alarms or clutter can be also unexpectedly generated by the detector, which
are modelled as a set Γk. Therefore, the multi-target measurement set Zk
generated by the detector at time k is constituted by the union of target







where Θk(xk) defines the measurements generated from the targets Xk, and
Γk models the false measurements or clutter.
It is similar to the single-target dynamic model and observation, the Xk
and Zk are captured by the multi-target transition density fk|k−1(Xk|Xk−1)
and the multi-target likelihood gk(Zk|Xk) respectively. Under the RFS
framework, the Bayesian recursive equations of multi-target posterior den-











and µ(·) is an appropriate dominating measure on RFS F(X ) [44]. However,
there are multiple integrals in (2.5.9) and (2.5.10) in the F(X ), which are
computationally intractable. To address this issue, the PHD filter will be
introduced in the next section.
2.5.3 The probability hypothesis density filter
The PHD filter proposed by Mahler [26] offers a tractable approximation to
mitigate the computational intractability in multiple target Bayesian filter-
ing. It is intended to recursively propagate the first-order statistical moment
of the multiple target posterior density pk|k(Xk|Z1:k), referred to as the in-
tensity function νk|k(x|Z1:k) abbreviated by νk|k(x) [107].
There are three important assumptions for the recursions of the PHD
filter [103]:
1. Targets evolve and generate observations independently,
2. Clutter is Poisson-distributed and independent of target-originated
observations, and
3. the predicted multiple target RFS is Poisson-distributed.
Under the assumptions above, the following PHD recursions for the propa-
gation of the posterior intensity have been demonstrated using FISST [26].
Given a posterior intensity νk−1 at time k − 1, the prediction of the PHD
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where γk(·) is the intensity of the birth RFS Υk at time k, fk|k−1(·) denotes
the state transition model, and ek|k−1(ξ) is the probability that a target still
exists at time k given its previous state of ξ. βk|k−1(·|ξ) is the intensity of
the RFS Bk(ξ) spawned from the previous state ξ. When the new set of













where pM,k(x) is the probability of missed detection given a state x at time
k, gk(z|x) is the single-target likelihood which defines the probability that z
is generated by a target with state x, and κk(·) denotes the clutter density
of RFS Γk.
According to both (2.5.11) and (2.5.12), the PHD filter is possible to
avoid combinatorial computations and requires lower complexity than Bayesian
recursions in (2.5.9) and (2.5.10) operating on F(X ) [103]. However, there
is no generally closed-form solutions for the integral in (2.5.11) and (2.5.12).
Two implementations of approximating the PHD recursions have been devel-
oped by a Gaussian mixture as in the GM-PHD filter [103] or the sequential
Monte Carlo method via a set of weighted random particles known as the
SMC-PHD filter [44], and thus they will be mainly exploited along with the
detection based tracking framework for online multiple human tracking in
the next three chapters.
The above methods underpin the Bayesian theory based probabilistic
tracking models with a particular interest in RFS filtering. In the next
section, datasets and performance measures for the tracking evaluations will
be presented.
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2.6 Evaluation datasets
To demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed filter-
ing methods for real-world tracking scenarios, it is essential to evaluate
the performance of these trackers on real video sequences. In this sec-
tion, several publicly available sequences including training and testing from
the MOTChallenge benchmark2 are explained, including the 2D MOT15,
MOT16, and MOT17 datasetS and they will be used to demonstrate the
validity of the proposed methods. All the video sequences are suitable for
pedestrian tracking. Multi-camera tracking is out of the scope of this thesis.
2https://motchallenge.net/
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2.6.1 2D MOT 2015 challenge
The 2D MOT15 dataset3 [3] collects a set of video sequences from other
datasets (e.g. PETS2009 [108], TUD [109], ETH [110] and KITTI [111]) and
some newly added challenging sequences. This dataset consists of 11 train-
ing and 11 testing video sequences captured with different camera motion,
viewpoint, and weather conditions. Public object detections are available
to be used for fair comparisons. The testing video sequences are used for
performance evaluation in comparisons with other available trackers. Table
2.1 details the different characterises (e.g. frame rate, target density, cam-
era motion, and illumination conditions) of the challenging video sequences
included in this dataset. Example image frames as shown in Fig. 2.7 and
2.8 provide an overview throughout the sequences.
3https://motchallenge.net/data/2D MOT 2015/
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2.6.2 2D MOT 2016 and 2017 challenges
The 2D MOT16 dataset4 contains a variety of more challenging video se-
quences than those included in 2D MOT15. These sequences are recorded
by static or moving cameras, and under the complex scenes of illumina-
tion changes, varying viewpoints and weather conditions. This dataset [4]
consists of 7 training and 7 testing video sequences with the public object
detections generated by [2] for fair comparisons. Annotations only for the
training sequences in the MOT16 dataset [4] are more accurately obtained
via a consistent protocol.
The 2D MOT17 dataset [4] is built on the 2D MOT16 dataset, but
with a new and more accurate ground truth. Each sequence included in the
dataset is provided with 3 sets of public detections (DPM [2], FRCNN [16],
and SDP [113]) for more comprehensive evaluations. The training video se-
quences with available ground truths are primarily utilized to process the
performance analysis, while testing sequences are used to generate quanti-
tative comparisons against existing state-of-the-art tracking methods.
4https://motchallenge.net/data/MOT16/
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2.7 Evaluation metrics
This section describes three common evaluation metrics to evaluate the
tracking performance of any relevant tracking method. One is termed the
optimal subpattern assignment (OSPA) [114] and originates from the signal
processing community, so that a direct comparison is viable. The second is
to apply CLEAR MOT metrics [115] which are the commonly-used tool from
the computer vision community to give a number of individual performance
measures for the tracking assessment. And the third provides a set of mea-
sures in [95], to evaluate the quality of target trajectories. The second and
third measures form the MOTChallenge Benchmark metrics [3], which will
be used to assess the benchmark performance of proposed methods, in order
to achieve a fair comparison with other state-of-the-art tracking algorithms
in the leaderboard.
2.7.1 OSPA metric
The miss-distance has generally played an essential part in the formulation
and evaluation of filtering and control algorithms [114]. For single target
tracking, the performance measures including the Euclidean errors and mean
squared errors are based on the concept of miss-distance [114]. However,
those measures may not be suitable for the case in multi-target tracking. A
performance metric for evaluating the multi-target tracking was developed
in [114], which is intended to capture both cardinality and localization errors.
This OSPA metric has been widely used to examine the tracking performance
in video-based multiple human tracking [1] [9] [28] [55] [116].
Let Ok = {o1k, ...,oik, ...,omk } be the ground truth with m targets at time
k, where oik = {pik, Iik} contains the actual 2D positions and identity informa-




k} gives tracking results at time k with




k} represents the estimated target positions
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be the distance between oik and ô
j




k) is the Euclidean
distance, and c denotes the cut off parameter. For 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, and c > 0,





















for m ≤ n; d(c)k,p(Ok, Ôk) = d
(c)
k,p(Ôk,Ok) if m > n, and where Πn is the set
of permutations on {1, 2, ..., n} for any n ∈ N = {1, 2, ...}. The function of
d
(c)
k,p is called as the OSPA metric of order p with cut-off c at time k step.
In this thesis, c = 20 and p = 2 are used in the evaluations as these setting
have been commonly used in the literature [5].
2.7.2 CLEAR MOT metrics
As summarized above, the OSPA metric employs the Euclidean distance to
establish the correspondence between the ground truth and tracking outputs
before computing the metric. While for the CLEAR MOT [115] evaluation,
this correspondence can be also obtained by reasoning the bounding boxes
in the image plane. Thus, the intersection over union is computed with a
typical threshold of 0.5 or 50%, to quantify the closeness between annotated
and estimated bounding boxes. The CLEAR MOT metrics [115] mainly en-
tail multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA) and multiple object tracking
precision (MOTP).
Accuracy
The MOTA as an accuracy score is often considered as the most important
metric for summarizing the overall performance, since it is comprised of
three following error sources: the total number of false negatives or missed
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targets (FN), the total number of false positives (FP), and the total number
of identity switches (IDS) [115]. Thus, the MOTA is defined as,
MOTA = 1−
∑
k(FNk + FPk + IDSk)∑
kGTk
(2.7.2)
where GTk denotes the actual number of targets present at time step k.
The concept of each source error is further interpreted as follows. False
positives can be explained as tracking hypotheses which do not have corre-
spondence with desired targets. For instance, targets which are not humans
tracked as humans or there are no desired targets in the tracked bounding
boxes. Targets which are missed by any tracking hypotheses are considered
as false negatives. An identity switch or mismatched error is likely to oc-
cur when targets move close to each other and the tracker mislabels their
identities. [115] To achieve a better MOTA score, these three error sources
are expected to be as few as possible. This MOTA score is reported as the
percentage (−∞, 100] in all evaluations, the negativity of which is due to
situations where the number of errors caused by the tracking method is in
excess of the number of all present targets [3].
Precision
The MOTP as a precision score, is designed to measure the average position
errors in 2D image plane between estimated tracking results and ground






where distk,i is the bounding box overlap between a target estimation and
its aligned ground truth target i, and τk is the number of matches found
at time k. MOTP as a localization precision measure is reported with a
range from 50% to 100%. This measure is mainly determined by the human
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detections and annotations, but less affected by the tracking outputs [3].
2.7.3 Other metrics
The following metrics [95] are specifically designed to evaluate the quality
of each target trajectory that is recovered by the tracking method, which
are the mostly tracked targets (MT, the ratio of ground truth targets whose
trajectories are covered by a tracking result for at least 80%), mostly lost
targets (ML, the ratio of ground truth targets whose trajectories are covered
by a tracking result for at most 20%), and the total number of times a
trajectory is fragmented (Frag) or interrupted. It is desirable to a smaller
value of ML and Frag, but a higher MT. In addition, the average number
of false alarms per frame (FAF) and the runtime performance in frames per
second (Hz) are also included for the tracking evaluations.
2.8 Summary
In this chapter, a large number of tracking algorithms closely related to the
subject of this thesis have been reviewed according to two important trends
respectively: dealing with the challenging issues and enhancing the tracking
components. Firstly, existing tracking methods presented in this chapter
were generally classified based on the processing solutions to four represen-
tative challenges in multiple human tracking, which are unknown number
of targets, noisy detections, missed detections and occlusions. A series of
existing algorithms proposed to cope with the challenges as well as their
advantages and disadvantages were investigated. Then, the taxonomy of
multiple human tracking methods was made based on two primary compo-
nents in the tracking system: target representation and tracking inference.
This thesis aims to further address the challenges including noisy de-
tections, missed detections and occlusions, as well as strengthening pri-
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mary components in the tracking system which are target representation
and tracking inference. In order to better represent the targets, the pro-
posed works focused on improving the target appearance model and fusion
model using both hand-crafted and CNN features. For the target inference,
this thesis has a particular interest in PHD filtering from Bayesian filter-
ing. Bayesian theory based probabilistic models were described in detail to
formulate the online multiple human tracking problem. Fundamental solu-
tions such as the Kalman filtering and particle filtering approaches to the
multi-target Bayesian filtering recursions have been demonstrated to be re-
stricted to the issues of varying number of targets and non-fixed target state
dimensions. The RFS theory with its resulting PHD filter provided a better
solution to handle the previous issues, whereas it is more suitable to be used
in tracking multiple targets.
In addition to the problem formulation with Bayesian filtering, three
benchmark datasets from the MOT Challenge have been presented and the
performance evaluation measures as well as the evaluation sequences were
given to evaluate the tracking performance. In the next chapter, the SMC-
PHD filter based tracking system will be firstly developed with proposed










In video-based human tracking, due to the imperfections in the human de-
tector, it is important for the SMC-PHD filter to accurately select valid
measurements to determine the birth intensity of the newborn targets, and
also remove the false alarms or clutter in the measurement model.
Conventional PHD filtering methods [46], [44], [26] empirically preset the
target birth intensity and the gating threshold for selecting reliable measure-
ments for the PHD update. This may not be effective in dealing with noisy
measurements in real world tracking scenarios. Alternatively, existing gating
50
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methods in the data-driven mechanism have been widely explored to select
valid measurements and reduce the computation time in the PHD update
step by designing a validation region with spatial relation [52], [53], [54].
However, these methods may be no longer applicable to achieve effective
measurements without the assumptions: the initial distribution of the new-
born target is known, at most one new target can enter to the scene at one
time instant, and target births and deaths can be generated at arbitrary
positions at any time. On the other hand, recent literature shows structured
dictionary learning has been demonstrated to provide better efficiency and
robustness in appearance modelling to remove background clutter during
tracking [91–94].
Inspired by the aforementioned established methods, this chapter presents
an enhanced SMC-PHD filter for multiple human tracking in video. The
proposed system mainly exploits two concepts: adaptive gating (AG) based
measurement classification and birth intensity estimation driven by online
group-structured dictionary learning (Online-GSDL). The AG technique aims
to refine the original measurement set, and it is able to adaptively update
the gating threshold by considering the spatio-temporal and human size in-
formation. This gives the advantages of better discriminating measurements
between the survival and new-born targets. In the Online-GSDL step, target
appearance features are firstly extracted by the concatenation of histogram
of oriented gradients (HOGs) and RGB colour histogram. The hierarchi-
cal K-means clustering [77] is used with the combined features to construct
a group-structured dictionary. The multi-task group-structured sparsity in
the dictionary is achieved by exploiting a collaborative hierarchical Lasso
(C-HiLasso) model [117], which is able to strengthen the discriminability of
the sparse coefficients at the group level. Then, a maximum voting method
based on the sparsity solution is proposed to eliminate the potential false
positives induced by noise or clutter from the measurement set. This could
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increase the accuracy of birth intensity generalization. Moreover, the SimCO
algorithm [118] is utilized along with the proposed structure pattern to im-
plement the dictionary update, which would handle the target appearance
variations.
1. A novel adaptive gating strategy is developed in the tracking system
to aid the classification of measurements.
2. Online group-structured dictionary learning is integrated adaptively
in the birth intensity estimation via the proposed maximum voting
method.
3. The SimCO algorithm is exploited to update the dictionary, which
is devoted to simultaneously updating some active groups of atoms
specified by the proposed structure pattern.
This chapter addresses the first and second objectives of the thesis,
which matches with the particle PHD filter based multi-target tracking us-
ing discriminative group-structured dictionary learning published in [28],
and the particle PHD filter based multiple human tracking using online
group-structured dictionary learning published in IEEE Access [10]. The
rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 details the pro-
posed tracking algorithm as four main parts, including background study of
the SMC-PHD filter, adaptive gating based measurement classification, on-
line group-structured dictionary learning for birth intensity estimation and
the dictionary update using the SimCO algorithm. Experimental results
and comparisons between the proposed approach and other state-of-the-art
methods are presented in Section 3.3.
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3.2 The proposed tracking system
3.2.1 Overview of the proposed approach
The overview of the proposed tracking system is shown in Fig. 3.1. Each in-
put video sequence uses a human detector for measurement acquisition. The
SMC-PHD filtering framework is exploited and adaptive gating based mea-
surement classification is proposed to categorise the raw measurements into
survival targets and residual measurements. The residual measurements are
further processed via the proposed online group-structured dictionary learn-
ing which includes dictionary construction based on training data, multi-task
group-structured sparsity, maximum voting technique and dictionary update
using the SimCO algorithm. For efficient processing, birth intensity esti-
mation (birth measurements) and dictionary update are performed, only if
there exists new-born targets which can be verified by the maximum voting
technique. Both sets of survival targets and new born target(s) measure-
ments are further processed at the PhD update step. The resampling and
ID management clustering steps are performed to achieve the final tracking
results.
3.2.2 The measurement-driven SMC-PHD filter
Based upon the framework of random finite set (RFS), a multiple target state
and a multiple target measurement at time k can be represented by two finite
sets: Xk = {x1k, ...,x
Mk




k } ∈ F(Z), where Mk
and Nk denote the number of targets and the number of measurements at
time k respectively. Here F(X ) and F(Z) are the finite subsets of X and












T and contains the actual 2D image location,








T , where n = 1, . . . , Nk, typically contains the n-th target
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location and size information.
The PHD filter proposed by Mahler [26] aims to recursively propagate
the first-order moment of the multi-target posterior pk|k(Xk|Z1:k), referred to
as the intensity function νk|k(x|Z1:k) abbreviated by νk|k(x). In this work,
the decomposed form of PHD filter [49] is used, since it can distinguish
the survival targets νk|k(x, 0) and new-born targets νk|k(x, 1) in both the





νk|k−1(x, 1) = γk|k−1(x) (3.2.2)
where γk|k−1(x) is the intensity function of the new-born target, fk|k−1(·) is
the single-target transition density, ek|k−1(ξ) is the probability that a target
state ξ at time k − 1 will exist until time k. The PHD update step [49] can
be defined with the available measurements from survival targets Zk,s and





κk(z) + 〈ψk(x), νk|k−1(x, 0)〉






κk(z) + 〈ψk(x), νk|k−1(x, 0)〉
+ νk|k−1(x, 1)pM (x)
(3.2.4)
where pM (·) is the missed detection probability, ψk(x) = (1−pM (x))gk(z|x),
gk(z|x) is the measurement likelihood of an individual target, κk(z) is the
clutter intensity, and 〈f, g〉 =
∫
f(x)g(x)dx.
In this work, the sequential Monte Carlo implementation is used to ap-
proximate the PHD filter with a set of weighted random samples {ω̃ik−1, x̃ik−1}
i=(Mk−1)×N
i=1 ,
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where N is the number of particles used to represent each target. The PHD
prediction at time k can be represented with a set of weighted particles






where Jk denotes the number of new-born targets at time k. Hence, the







k−1, i = 1, ...,Mk−1 ×N .
γk|k−1(x)
Jk
, i = Mk−1 ×N + 1, ..., (Mk−1 + Jk)×N .
(3.2.6)
Once the new set of observations is available, the predicted weights ω̃ik|k−1
are updated as,
ω̃ik =



























where H is the observation matrix and σ2g denotes the variance for the like-
lihood function. The expected number of targets Mk at time k can be esti-





Furthermore, a resampling step will be performed with normalized weights
ω̃ik = ω̃
i
k/Mk after the update step, aiming to eliminate particles with low
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importance weight and avoid the degeneracy problem [15].
The above work underpins the decomposed form of SMC-PHD filter,
which has been used extensively in multiple human tracking [49, 52, 53].
Besides, it is necessary for the PHD filter to add an additional mechanism
to provide target identity information. For instance, an ID management
clustering algorithm [50] can be utilized to extract the current states from
all the particles.
3.2.3 Adaptive gating based measurement classification
To implement the measurement-driven particle PHD filter, the measure-
ments obtained from the detector are required to be classified as survival
target measurements, new-born target measurements and background clut-
ter. To this end, a novel adaptive gating method is proposed to extract the
survival targets from the entire measurement set, and also to discard false
positives within the survival measurements set.
In the context of video human tracking, the proposed gating strategy
is not only limited to employing the positions and velocities, but also in-
cludes an elliptical human shape with height and width. The validation gate
threshold Tk is designed to reduce the number of candidate measurements,
























T ∈ znk offers the size information for the n-th measure-





T ∈ xmk|k−1 denotes the width and height of
the m-th predicted target state which is obtained by xmk|k−1 = HFx
m
k−1, F
denotes the transition matrix, and ‖ · ‖1 is the l1 norm.
However, the size of human target may alter with different views from a
physically static camera especially when targets appear and disappear in the
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monitored area. For this purpose, the proposed gating technique is developed
to update the gating threshold with an adaptive step [40] associated with
previous measurements,




















The adaptive parameter λk is computed by the similarity between two mea-
surement sets Zk and Zk−1, where σλ represents the standard deviation. As
a consequence, the n-th survival measurement znk,s can be effectively distin-




‖p̄nk − pmk|k−1‖ < Tk
}
(3.2.13)









T ∈ xmk|k−1,m = 1, ...,Mk denotes the location of the m-th
predicted state, and ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean distance. Furthermore, du-
plicate detections that have the same Euclidean distance to a predicted state
xmk|k−1 are discarded. This would reduce the amount of false alarms within
the survival measurement set. The measurement set of survival targets is





and then the residual measurement set Zk,r is defined as,
Zk,r = Zk \ Zk,s. (3.2.15)
The example pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed adap-
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Algorithm 1: Adaptive Gating Measurement Classification (at
time k > 1)
Input : Zk, Zk−1, and Xk|k−1.
Output: Zk,s and Zk,r.
1 Initialization: Set the gating threshold T1 and standard
deviation σλ.
2 Set Zk,s = ∅, and Zk,r = ∅.
3 Compute Tk using Eq. (3.2.10).
4 Compute the adaptive parameter λk with Eq. (3.2.12)
5 Update Tk with Eq. (3.2.11)
6 for each xmk|k−1 ∈ Xk|k−1, m = 1, ...,Mk do
7 for each znk ∈ Zk , n = 1, 2, ..., Nk do
8 Obtain each survival measurement znk,s with Eq. (3.2.13).
9 end
10 end
11 Compute Zk,s using Eq. (3.2.14) and Nk,s = |Zk,s|.
12 Compute Zk,r with Eq. (3.2.15).
tive gating method. It is noteworthy that the adaptive step in [40] is origi-
nally developed to reduce the approximation error of delayed measurements,
by combining the forward and backward processing (batch method). The
proposed approach utilizes this adaptive step as a part of the process to
enhance the gating technique for measurement classification. On the other
hand, the adaptive parameter λk which is computed by only using past
and current inputs, can be considered as a forgetting process that weights
the contribution of the updating gating threshold to the previous threshold
value. In this way, the gating region can be better designed, and becomes
more robust to parameter changes. Overall, the proposed gating method
which fuses temporal, spatial and human size information, can dynamically
control the validation region, and thereby improves the measurement refine-
ment. It should be noted that Zk,r comprising the new-born targets and false
detections will be further distinguished via online group-structured dictio-
nary learning in the following sections.
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3.2.4 Dictionary construction
Prior to commencing the study of group-structured dictionary learning for
birth intensity estimation, feature extraction is a necessary step for target ap-
pearance modelling and is applied in the training and testing processes. The
training phase is processed using measurements with higher confidence score
from the MOTChallenge Benchmark. Hand-crafted features are extracted
with training data from each image in the target region S = (x, y, w, h),
including the RGB colour histogram with 8 bins for each channel and the
grey-scale HOG with 9 orientation bins [81]. A feature vector cn ∈ Rdc
that consists of transformed coefficients of the RGB colour histogram is
employed for characterizing a target image patch, where dc is the dimen-
sionality of the RGB colour feature. Then, these features form a feature
set Fc = [c1, c2, ..., cn] ∈ Rdc×n, where n denotes the total number of fea-
ture vectors in the training data. Likewise the vectorized HOG features
hn ∈ Rdh are represented by a matrix Fh = [h1,h2, ...,hn] ∈ Rdh×n, where
dh is the dimensionality of the HOG features. For further processing, the
HOG and RGB colour features are concatenated to a combined feature set,
F = [f1, f2, ..., fn] ∈ R(dc+dh)×n.
Different from imposing data directly to a dictionary, an unsupervised
learning method - the hierarchical K-means clustering algorithm [77] is used
to learn a dictionary with the group structure information from the com-
bined feature template F ∈ Rd×n. This allows the dictionary atoms in each
class to be well clustered, and results in a large within-class similarity. For
example, the same tracked target in different image frames under differ-
ent illumination and pose conditions can be clustered into the same group
(class). Furthermore, the learned dictionary with group structure enforces
the label consistency between sub-dictionaries and training data [91]. To
be specific, this dictionary D ∈ Rd×n learned with the pre-defined group
structure G = {1, ..., q} has q groups, and each group consists of the same l
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sub-dictionary atoms. The dictionary can be considered as a column matrix
concatenation D = [D1, ...,Dg, ...,Dq] q independent sub-dictionaries, where
Dg ∈ Rd×l, g ∈ G represents the sub-dictionary with l atoms, as shown in
Fig. 3.2.
In addition, each observed target zk ∈ Zk,r at time k from the residual
measurement set is cropped, and its features are extracted to constitute
an observed target vector y ∈ Rd. In fact, learning the representation for
each measurement can be viewed as an individual task in the feature space.
This work intends to exploit similarities between observed signals and the
group-structured dictionary in a multi-task approach, which necessitates an
observation matrix Y = [y1, ...,yNk,r ] ∈ Rd×Nk,r , where Nk,r denotes the
cardinality of Zk,r.
3.2.5 Group-structured dictionary learning for birth intensity es-
timation
Based on the analysis in Section 3.2.3, the entire measurement set Zk has
been divided into the set of survival measurements Zk,s in (3.2.14) and the
residual measurement set Zk,r in (3.2.15). Considering the number of new-
born targets is unknown, and any initialization or prior information is un-
available for generating birth measurements, this residual measurement set
Zk,r potentially containing the new-born targets Zk,b and potential false de-
tections Γk can be illustrated as,
Zk,r = Γk ∪ Zk,b (3.2.16)
Hence, it is essential for birth intensity estimation to remove the false alarms
from the remaining measurements. To achieve this, online group-structured
dictionary learning is proposed to discriminate the new-born targets from
false alarms or background clutter, and thus correctly estimate the birth
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Figure 3.2. Example illustration of multi-task structured sparsity solution in-
duced by the C-HiLasso model. The dictionary D consists of sub-dictionaries for
five different groups, D1, ...,D5, with five atoms in each group. Input signals Y
contain different measurements in the feature space. All input signals within the
same class are forced to reveal the group-sparsity structure A1, ...,A5.
intensity. It is known that seeking the sparsity solution A is NP-hard in
Fig. 3.2. Traditionally, the sparse coding solution ai for each test target yi is
performed separately via Lasso or Basis pursuit [90], because different tasks
would choose the dictionary atoms independently. However, the dictionary
atoms of the proposed approach have been grouped with the pre-defined
structure in the learning process instead of being treated as singletons. This
enables multiple test targets to be represented by a few active groups of
atoms, in which, a few atoms of each group are selected to be active at a
time. For this study, a C-HiLasso model [117] is exploited to acquire group
structured sparsity at the multi-task level. Specifically, an over-complete
dictionary D ∈ Rd×n and input signals Y ∈ Rd×Nk,r are effectively taken
from the learning process in Section 3.2.4. The sparse coefficient matrix
A = [a1, ...,aNk,r ] ∈ Rn×Nk,r can be found by optimizing the following multi-
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where Ag is the sub-matrix consisting of l rows belonging to the g-th group,
and ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm. λ1 and λ2 are the first and second
regularization parameters respectively. The sparsity pattern is shown in
Fig. 3.2, which is effective and suitable to perform classification for multi-
target tracking, since using the group structure of this sparsity solution
could enforce the sparse coefficients for different classes to deal with different
subspaces. In addition, the nonzero sparse codes for each measurement are
gathered within a group g, as depicted in Fig. 3.2, but they would tend
to scatter among groups, instead of centralizing in some single group, when
candidate targets are outliers and out of the dictionary. [90].
According to the sparsity solution above, a maximum voting method is
developed to select the new-born targets from the residual measurements
Zk,r. A residual measurement z
i
k,r can be confirmed as a birth measurement









where Ag,i denotes the i-th column in Ag, and ε is a pre-defined threshold
value. The measurement set of new-born targets is effectively defined as the





Then, the false measurements can be removed as follows,
Zk,r \ Zk,b = ∅. (3.2.20)
Let αu record each valid index i, where u = 1, ..., Jk (Jk > 0) and Jk is the
cardinality of Zk,b, and Ω = {α1, ..., αJk} be a set comprised of each αu. The
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voting index θu for each new-born target z
u




then each obtained θu consists of a set Q = {θ1, ..., θJk}. It is worth noting
that Q and Ω are defined as the structure pattern which will be further used
in the dictionary update. The above voting index is used to compute the





Once all the birth measurements are obtained, the birth intensity function














The details of the proposed maximum voting method for birth intensity
estimation are summarized in Algorithm 2. The obtained birth intensity
function can be finally taken as the input to the prediction step (3.2.6), and
meanwhile both survival measurement set Zk,s and birth measurement set
Zk,b distinguished by the proposed method will be used to realize the weights
update of (3.2.7) (3.2.8) in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.6 Dictionary update with SimCO algorithm
Since the learned dictionary D is pre-trained, and only contains the target
features for a few relevant frames, using such an off-line dictionary may not
be able to robustly deal with the target appearance variations [89]. In order
to improve the robustness of the learned dictionary, the SimCO algorithm
proposed by W. Dai et al. [118] is utilized for the dictionary update, because
the key characteristics of this algorithm can update an arbitrary subset of
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Algorithm 2: Birth Intensity Estimation by Maximum Voting
(at time k > 1)
Input : The residual measurement set Zk,r; The sparse
coefficients matrix A ∈ Rn×h; The group structure
G = {1, ..., q}, and each group g consists of same l
columns.
Output: The birth intensity function γk|k−1(x), Q and Ω
1 Initialization: Set the threshold to ε and Zk,b = ∅.
2 for each zik,r, i = 1, 2, ..., Nk,r do
3 Obtain each birth measurement zik,b with Eq. (3.2.18).
4 end
5 Compute the measurement set of new born targets Zk,b with Eq.
(3.2.19).
6 Remove the false measurements with Eq. (3.2.20).
7 if Jk > 0 then
8 for each zuk,b, u = 1, 2, ..., Jk do
9 Compute the voting index θu with Eq. (3.2.21).
10 Calculate the average of selected sparse codes ηu with Eq.
(3.2.22).
11 end
12 Compute the birth intensity γk|k−1(x) with Eq. (3.2.23).
13 Compute the structure patterns Q and Ω.
14 end
atoms in the dictionary D. In general, the dictionary update problem with











where the dictionary matrix D contains unit `2-norm columns, and the sparse
coding matrix A is obtained from (3.2.17). Instead of updating all the atoms
of D, the dictionary update can be performed through the structure pattern
Q and Ω is determined by the proposed maximum voting method to update
the selected groups of atoms. To be specific, let Q ⊆ G with |Q| = Jk,
0 < Jk ≤ q be the index set of sub-dictionaries to be updated. Then a new
matrix concatenation B = [Dθ1 , ...,Dθu , ...,DθJk ] ∈ R
d×(Jk×l) indexed by Q
is to be updated, where θu ∈ Q and Dθu ∈ Rd×l denotes the sub-matrix of
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D formed by l columns of D, whereas Bc is formed by other sub-matrices
of D indexed by Qc remain unaltered, where Qc is a set complementary to




]T ∈ R(Jk×l)×h, where
Aθu is the sub-matrix of A containing l rows of the sparse coefficients, and
let Kc be the composite of remaining sub-matrices of A indexed by Qc. In
accordance with the method in [118], the following equation can be defined,
Yr = Y −BcKc (3.2.25)
Since Y −DA = Yr −BK, then the dictionary update problem in (3.2.24)











Assuming that appearance variation would possibly happen when targets
with new identities are detected or existing targets re-enter to the scene, only
active input signals YΩ = [(Yr)α1 , ..., (Yr)αu , ..., (Yr)αJk ] ∈ R
d×Jk , αu ∈ Ω
can be considered to be implemented in the dictionary update with the
corresponding KΩ = [Kα1 , ...,Kαu , ...,KαJk ] ∈ R
(Jk×l)×Jk , so the objective






where (YΩ):,u is the u-th column of YΩ, and (KΩ):,u denotes the u-th column
of KΩ. Here, the gradient descent line search method is applied to provide




The line search path for this study was created by using the product of
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Algorithm 3: Dictionary Update (at time k > 1)
Input : Dk,Ak,Y, Jk, Q, Ω
Output: Dk+1
1 if Jk > 0 then
2 Extract the matrix of Bk ← Dk with the Q structure pattern.
3 Find a proper step size δ with the method of golden section
search [118].
4 Compute the search direction, with (3.2.28) and (3.2.29).
5 Update Bk → Bk+1 with (3.2.30).
6 Update the dictionary Dk+1 ← Bk+1.
7 end
Grassmann manifolds that was detailed in [118]. Let ej be the j-th column
of E. the following equation is defined,
ēj = ej −B:,jBT:,jej , (3.2.29)
where B:,j denotes the j-th column of B to be updated. Therefore, the line
search path for the dictionary update B(δ) can be written as,
B:,j(δ) =







if ‖ēj‖2 6= 0.
(3.2.30)
where the step size δ ∈ R+ is properly chosen via the method of golden
section search [118]. Besides, the dictionary update stage is summarized in
Algorithm 3.
3.3 Experiments
In this section, the datasets used in this experiment are initially introduced,
and then the parameter settings are explained. To study the effectiveness of
the proposed tracking method, the individual contribution of each proposed
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component to the tracking system is validated by conducting experiments
on five commonly-used datasets. Also, quantitative comparisons are made
between the proposed method and a range of state-of-the-art tracking meth-
ods on the MOTChallenge benchmark, as well as including a discussion on
the runtime performance.
3.3.1 Datasets
The proposed tracking method is firstly validated on five commonly used
video sequences: CAVIAR-EnterExitCrossingPaths1cor (CAVIAR) [119],
PETS2009-View001-S2L1 (PETS2009) [108], TUD-Stadtmitte [109], TUD-
Campus [109], and TUD-Crossing [109], in order to conduct the analysis of
different contribution components.
In addition, the MOTChallenge Benchmark dataset1 is used to evaluate
the tracking performance of the proposed tracking system. This benchmark
collects a set of video sequences from other datasets and some new challeng-
ing sequences, as well as providing public object detections for fair compar-
isons. All the video sequences are only suitable for pedestrian tracking. The
testing video sequences are used for performance evaluation in comparisons
with other recent trackers.
3.3.2 Parameter settings
For this study, the state transition model with constant velocity F = [I2,∆t×
I2,02; 02, I2,02; 02,02, I2] and the observation model H = [I2,02,02; 02,02, I2]
are adopted from the work in [56], where I2 and 02 are the 2 × 2 identity
and zero matrices respectively, and ∆t is the time interval between frame k
and k + 1. In accordance with [9], each concatenated feature vector f ∈ Rd
from the training data contains 512 elements from the colour histogram and
81 from the oriented gradient histogram. The principal component analysis
1https://motchallenge.net/
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Table 3.1. Parameter values used in the Experiments
pM : missed detection probability 0.01
e : survival probability 0.99
κ : the clutter intensity 0.0001
N : the number of particles for each target 100
T1 : initial gating threshold 60
σ2g : variance for the measurement likelihood function 25
σ2λ : variance for the adaptive parameter function 25
σ2b : variance for the birth intensity function 10
λ1 : first regularization parameter 0.06
λ2 : second regularization parameter 0.03
ε : maximum voting threshold 0.52
(PCA) method is used for dimensionality reduction of the feature template.
The dictionary size for all sequences is 5 dictionary atoms for each group.
The MOTChallenge benchmark provides the ground truth of training se-
quences, which are used for fine-tuning system parameters, and remain fixed
for all testing sequences. The system parameters used for all testing video
sequences are summarized in Table 3.1.
3.3.3 Effectiveness evaluation of proposed contributions
To achieve a better understanding of the contribution of the individual sys-
tem component, the OSPA performance measure is used to compare and
evaluate the different stage tracking performance of the proposed approach
on five commonly used video datasets. In the experiment, the particle PHD
filter framework is expressed as SMC-PHD. The proposed method with the
adaptive gating and online group-structured dictionary learning are respec-
tively denoted as SMC-PHD-AG and SMC-PHD-Online GSDL.
Table 3.2 shows the average OSPA performance comparison computed
on all five sequences using different stage methods. Overall, the highest
performance which returns the smallest OSPA error is reported with using
both proposed terms regardless of different scenarios. In the meantime the
performance can be effectively decreased by removing each individual term.
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Table 3.2. Average OSPA (pixel) performance comparison of different system
component on five video sequences. The best results are shown in bold.
Dataset
SMC-PHD SMC-PHD SMC-PHD Combined
[44] -AG -Online GSDL method
CAVIAR 48.26 34.76 22.25 15.16
PETS2009 33.08 27.65 21.98 15.35
TUD-stadtmitte 34.07 26.98 21.44 15.74
TUD-crossing 31.84 24.84 21.97 16.74
TUD-campus 39.01 27.37 22.88 17.63
By comparing the individual improvement of each proposed contribution,
from the third and fourth columns in Table 4.2, it can be observed that
performance is relatively more improved by employing SMC-PHD-Online
GSDL than in SMC-PHD-AG. This can be explained that the proposed
SMC-PHD-AG is fundamentally capable of offering prior information for
measurement classification and handling the false detections, whereas the
SMC-PHD-Online GSDL method intends to further strengthen the ability
of discriminating the targets from the noisy environment, as well as resolving
the occlusions.
For the CAVIAR dataset, the combined method achieves the highest
improvement of 68.5% over 5 video sequences, where the average OSPA
value is reduced from 48.26 to 15.16. This is because the proposed tracker
can effectively eliminate a large number of false alarms caused by the raw
background subtraction results in the less crowded CAVIAR dataset. In
the TUD-Crossing dataset, the tracking accuracy of the proposed method is
improved by 47.4% compared with the SMC-PHD method. However, more
errors are produced from the proposed method, which is less capable to deal
with long-term occlusions without an occlusion reasoning technique.
On the other hand, the effectiveness evaluation can be also visually seen
from Fig. 3.4, where each curve demonstrates the change of tracking perfor-
mance over the entire sequence. From the results, it is clear to see the OSPA
performance using SMC-PHD-AG method (green curve) includes instability,
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Table 3.3. Average OSPA (pixel) comparison between proposed method and
different state-of-the-art methods on five video sequences. The best results are
shown in bold
Dataset
SMC-PHD MB SFM-PHD Proposed
method [44] method [46] method [9] method
CAVIAR 48.26 29.38 17.11 15.16
PETS2009 33.08 36.94 17.63 15.35
TUD-stadtmitte 34.07 39.54 23.10 15.74
TUD-crossing 31.84 39.08 21.81 16.74
TUD-campus 39.01 25.85 22.70 17.63
which can be attributed to the inefficiency of dealing with the complex target
interactions especially within a crowded scene such as the PETS2009-S2L1
dataset. It can be observed from the black curve in Fig. 3.4, the proposed
SMC-PHD-Online GSDL apparently performs better and more robustly than
that in SMC-PHD-AG. The improvement results from using both maximum
voting to remove the false detections and adaptively estimating birth inten-
sity to enhance the birth and death targets processing. More importantly,
the OSPA value of the combined approach (red curve) is generally shown
to be much lower than other baseline methods in most frames, and also the
steady performance confirms the robustness of the combined method.
Table 3.3 shows the comparison in terms of average OSPA measure be-
tween the proposed method and three recent state-of-the-art algorithms on
five datasets. These three trackers are all reliant on the RFS-based Bayesian
filtering method, including conventional particle PHD filter [44], background
subtraction based multi-Bernoulli filter (MB) [46], and social force model
based particle PHD filter (SFM-PHD) [9]. The comparable results above
emphasise the fact that the proposed tracker reports the best OSPA perfor-
mance over five sequences. Specifically, the proposed tracker outperforms
the tracker in [46] with the improvement between approximately 31.8% and
60.2% over five sequences. Moreover, the SFM-PHD method [9] performs
worse than the proposed method, which means that the group-structured
sparsity of the proposed tracker shows clear advantage over the OCSVM
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classifier in the SFM-PHD tracker, regarding the ability of mitigating false
positives, so as to achieve better performance in both localization and car-
dinality.
(a) OSPA evaluation on CAVIAR dataset
(b) OSPA evaluation on PETS2009-S2L1 dataset
Figure 3.3. OSPA evaluation for different stages of the proposed tracking system
on CAVIAR and PETS2009 datasets.
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(a) OSPA evaluation on TUD-Stadtmitte dataset
(b) OSPA evaluation on TUD-Crossing dataset
(c) OSPA evaluation on TUD-Campus dataset
Figure 3.4. OSPA evaluation for different stages of the proposed tracking system
on TUD datasets.
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3.3.4 Evaluations on MOTChallenge
In this section, the proposed method denoted by PHD-GSDL is evaluated
on the test set of the 2D MOTChallenge 2015 Benchmark [3] and MOT17
Challenge [4]. It is noteworthy that public detections and the centralized
evaluation tool provided by the benchmark website are used to make a fair
comparison between methods. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show the quantitative
comparisons with a number of state-of-the-art tracking methods. These in-
clude online tracking approaches: MDP [120], SCEA [121], RMOT [63],
GMPHD 15 [60], EAMTTPub [29], oICF [122], GM PHD [27], and GM-
PHD KCF [66]. Offline (batch) tracking approaches are also included as:
NOMT [20], QuadMOT [18], JointMC [19], SiameseCNN [85], DCO X [22],
jCC [19], EDMT17 [51], IOU17 [99] and DP NMS [17].
As illustrated in Table 3.4, the proposed method achieves better or com-
petitive performance as compared to other state-of-the-art methods on most
evaluation measures, and even outperforms most offline methods using the
entire set of future outputs. In fact, off-line methods based on global as-
sociation techniques usually perform better than online counterparts. Fur-
thermore, Table 3.5 demonstrates the proposed method reports the highest
MOTA score which indicates the most important metric for performance
analysis, and also achieves the second best online tracker ranked on the
leaderboard of MOT17 Challenge. The justification for the improved per-
formance in MOTA is because many false alarms and missed detections are
effectively mitigated by the proposed group-structured sparsity based clas-
sifier. In turn, the proposed method also performs well in terms of tracking
precision (high MOTP), fewer targets lost (low ML) and more targets tracked
(high MT). This is mainly due to the proposed method being able to accu-
rately estimate positions of varying number of targets, as well as robustly
maintain the tracking consistency.
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Figure 3.5. Qualitative performance of the proposed method on the test video
sequences of the 2D MOTChallenge 2015. Different colors of the bounding boxes
and trajectories demonstrate the identities of tracked targets.
Fig. 3.5 depicts some selected qualitative tracking results produced by
the proposed method on the test video sequences of the 2D MOTChallenge
2015. It can be observed that some pedestrians with similar appearances that
are partially or even almost fully occluded are successfully tracked through
the proposed tracker. This can be attributed by the online update mech-
anism with the SimCO algorithm giving the benefits of dealing with the
target appearance changes.
In order to further demonstrate the advantages of the proposed RFS-
based tracker, the proposed method is compared with other recent PHD
filter based methods, EAMTTPub [29], GMPHD 15 [60], GM PHD [27] and
GMPHD KCF [66]. As compared to [29] and [60] on MOT15 dataset, the
MOTA of proposed method is improved by 8.2% and 12.0% respectively.
More importantly, the proposed method outperforms the algorithms in [27]
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and [66] with large margins on the MOT17 dataset. All above evaluations
indicate that the proposed method within the PHD filter framework can
achieve higher tracking performance in dynamic scenarios thereby verifying
the robustness of the proposed method. More detailed tracking results and
videos produced by the proposed tracker can be found in the website of the
MOTChallenge Benchmark2 3.
On the other hand, the number of ID switches and fragments of the
proposed approach are relatively higher than other methods. In fact, these
two challenges are more likely to happen with a large number of targets
and higher level difficulty of occlusions. In such a case, it is possible to
utilize higher level features such as image textures to better identify targets
instead of only using colour cues. Moreover, re-identification problems and
contextual information can be explored in future work to further improve
the tracking performance.
3.3.5 Runtime performance
All the experiments were implemented on a desktop with an Intel i5 CPU
with 3.5GHz and 16GB of memory without parallel processing. The code
was written in MATLAB without any optimization. It is found that most
of the running time of the proposed approach is consumed in two major
steps: Online GSDL and PHD update, both of which are dependent on the
number of detections. Average runtime performance (Hz) comparisons with
other approaches for the MOTChallenge Benchmark are listed in Tables 3.4
and 3.5, where the runtime of the proposed method is approximately 8.2 and
6.7 Hz on MOT15 and MOT17 benchmark respectively. Hence, the proposed
system is well-suited for online applications. Although the proposed tracker
runs slower than the methods in [29], [60] and [27] using same the PHD
2https://motchallenge.net/results/2D MOT 2015/
3https://motchallenge.net/results/MOT17/
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filter framework, it returns a significant improvement regarding the tracking
accuracy.
3.4 Summary
In summary, this chapter contributed to improving the particle PHD fil-
ter for multiple human tracking by proposing two enhancements: adaptive
gating and online group-structured dictionary learning. The adaptive-gating
strategy which adaptively updates the gating threshold was firstly developed
to refine the measurement set of survival targets thereby strengthening the
measurement-driven mechanism. The group-structured dictionary learning
was exploited to improve the discriminative power of sparse coding. By
taking advantage of the improved sparsity solution, the proposed maximum
voting method was demonstrated to better distinguish the birth measure-
ments from noisy measurements. Additionally, the SimCO algorithm with
the proposed structure pattern was feasible to efficiently implement the dic-
tionary update stage for handling the target appearance changes.
The OSPA evaluation in Section 3.3.3 showed the contributions of dif-
ferent proposed components. For the CAVIAR dataset, the full proposed
method achieves the highest improvement of 68.5% compared with the base-
line method, where the average OSPA value is reduced from 48.26 to 15.16.
For the TUD-Crossing dataset, the tracking accuracy of the proposed method
is improved by 47.4% compared with the baseline method. Compared with
different state-of-the-art RFS-based methods, the proposed method achieved
lowest OSPA scores across five datasets. Specifically, the proposed tracker
outperforms the tracker in [46] with the improvement between approximately
31.8% and 60.2%. Evaluations on the MOTChallenge benchmark were fur-
ther shown in Section 3.3.4 to confirm the improved tracking performance
compared to state-of-the-art methods presented on the leaderboard, where
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the proposed method improves the MOTA by 8.2% and 12.0% as compared
to [29] and [60] on the MOT15 dataset. The proposed method also achieves
the second best online tracker ranked on the leaderboard of MOT17 Chal-
lenge, as well as performs well in terms of tracking precision (high MOTP
77.2%), fewer targets lost (low ML 35.6%) and more targets tracked (high
MT 17.1%).
Although the proposed tracking method has achieved improved tracking
performance, target appearance representation using hand-crafted features
may be limited to identify targets in congested environments. The next
chapter focuses on improving the measurement selection in the GM-PHD
filter, as well as exploiting CNN features with person re-identification to









In the previous chapter, online group-structured dictionary learning has been
developed to improve the birth intensity estimation in the filtering process.
This chapter continues to exploit accurate measurement selection of detec-
tions which is aimed at addressing the noisy detections but in a more effi-
cient way prior to the tracking process. It is known that handling inaccu-
rate detections plays a key element in the online tracking pipeline. Existing
work in [29] has attempted to perform a two-stage measurement selection to
address inaccurate detections for online tracking. This selection approach
81
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typically comprises with a confidence score sorting and a non-maximal sup-
pression (NMS), which can be efficiently embedded with most of the online
tracking methods. The proposed work falls into this two-stage selection ap-
proach. Different from [29], the proposed approach focused on improving
each stage by introducing two terms: enhanced confidence rescoring and
Soft-aggregated non-maximal suppression (Soft-ANMS). For the first stage,
an enhanced confidence rescoring strategy is proposed to remove originally
high scored false positives as well as preserving more true detections by
exploiting the classification power of mask R-CNN [12] from a global-to-
local manner. For the second stage, a novel suppression method is devised,
namely Soft-ANMS. The idea is to aggregate the sum of intersection over
areas (SIOA) in [125] with the intersection over union (IOU) measure to
further refine duplicate detections.
On the other hand, previous chapter employed the hand-crafted fea-
tures for target appearance representation, while deep convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) recently have remarkably outperformed heuristic, hand-
crafted features in terms of appearance modelling [82]. Therefore, in this
chapter, CNN features based on the person re-identification are also stud-
ied to model the target appearances, in order to improve the measurement
grouping in the GM-PHD filtering processing. In addition, a track manage-
ment scheme is used after the PHD updating step, to determine the final
tracking results. This chapter targets to fulfill the third and fourth objec-
tives of the thesis, which are the enhanced detection reliability for human
tracking based video analytics presented in [32], and the enhanced GM-
PHD filter using CNN-based weight penalization for multi-target tracking
published in [31].
The rest of this chapter is presented as follows: Section 4.2 demon-
strates the enhanced detection reliability as two parts: enhanced confidence
rescoring and Soft-ANMS. Section 4.3 describes the tracking process using
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measurement-driven GM-PHD filter. Section 4.4 explains the experiments,
and discusses the results.
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4.2 Enhanced detection reliability
4.2.1 Overview of proposed approach
The overview of the proposed enhanced detection reliability for robust mea-
surement selection of detections is shown in Fig. 4.1, which mainly consists of
two steps: enhanced confidence rescoring and Soft-ANMS. An input image
is firstly fed into ResNet-FPN backbone network [126] to generate multi-
level feature maps. Then feature maps associated with the input region of
interests (RoIs) are fed into a RoIAlign layer [12] to generate RoI features,
which are attached with classifiers to predict the confidence scores. Then a
threshold cTh is applied on the obtained scores to categorize the strong and
weak RoIs. Cropped patches which are produced by cropping the weak RoIs
from the input image, are fed into inference process for the score update.
After the enhanced confidence rescoring, only strong RoIs will be moved into
Soft-ANMS for the final selection. This Soft-ANMS algorithm is designed
as a pruning step to remove the highly scored duplicated detections by ag-
gregating the measures of SIOA with IOU. The detailed implementations on
each block of the proposed approach are presented in the following sections.
4.2.2 Enhanced confidence rescoring
Looking through the literature, various online tracking approaches [29,33,59]
did not fully exploit the relationship between confidence scores and true de-
tections, but heuristically set up a confidence threshold to select candidates
for tracking. This may implicitly create an underlying problem in the begin-
ning of tracking task. To prove this, the misalignment between confidence
scores and true positives in the MOT16 Challenge benchmark [4] is analyzed,
as shown in Fig. 4.2. It is clear that the number of true positives is not well
correlated with the original confidence scores. Large quantities of true pos-
itives are aligned with lower scores, which leaves a critical uncertainty in
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Figure 4.2. Illustration of the number of true positives with different score
ranges. The original confidence scores obtained from the benchmark have been
normalized to the range of [0, 1] for comparison with the enhanced confidence scores.
In this work, a true positive (TP) is not considered if its IoU with the ground truth
is less than 0.5.
the selection process. Likewise, this misalignment can also affect the subse-
quent NMS or Soft-NMS [127] processing. Because these algorithms often
rank the detections based on the confidence scores, iteratively suppressing
the duplicate detections with a pre-defined threshold.
To tackle this misalignment problem, a global-to-local confidence rescor-
ing strategy is proposed by exploiting the classification power of Mask R-
CNN [12], which has achieved convincing performance in a few vision tasks.
Fig. 4.1 shows the major steps of the proposed strategy. From a global
perspective, an input image I is firstly fed into Resnet-FPN backbone net-
work [126] for feature extraction. This network outputs multi-level feature
maps with both rich semantic and spatial information from an input image.
Input RoIs Z are provided from the original detection results. Each RoI is
defined as a measurement vector, z = [p̄x, p̄y, ω̄, h̄]
T , which contains the po-
sition and size information. Then an assignment strategy in [16] is adopted
to associate each scale-variant RoI with a specified level of feature maps.
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Followed by a RoIAlign layer [12], the RoI features can be thus achieved.
These features are finally attached with a classifier for confidence rescor-
ing c = p(g|I, z), where g denotes a true human detection. In this work,
these scores are used to determine whether input RoIs are belong to human
detections or the background.
Then, a threshold cTh is applied on the obtained scores to categorize the
strong and weak RoIs, as shown in Fig. 4.1. For the weak RoIs, they are not
performed with an immediate elimination, but moved to another verification.
Because it can be conjectured that it is likely to have some true detections are
underrated as weak RoIs. To this end, weak RoIs are firstly used to directly
crop patches from the input image, and then they are resized and fed again
into the network for rescoring. The purpose is to allow the network to more
focus on the local region context inside cropped patches, which is specifically
helpful for identifying the RoIs with smaller sizes [128]. In this way, weak
RoIs can be further processed by exploring the local contextual information.
Thereinto, some of them can be elevated to strong RoIs, if their updated
scores are greater than the threshold cTh. As a consequence, only the strong
RoIs ZR are proceeded to the Soft-ANMS for further enhancement. It is
worth noting the proposed rescoring method is built upon the inference
model of the Mask R-CNN without requiring any heavy training process.
Results with enhanced confidence scores in Fig. 4.2 verify the proposed
rescoring strategy is able to provide a better correspondence between the
number of true positives and confidence scores, which is helpful to supply
more reliable measurements for the filtering process.
4.2.3 Soft-ANMS
In spite of achieving a set detections ZR with strong scores from previous
section, it is likely that there still exist some duplicate detections, which
can yield a lower precision. To address this, the second step is to enhance
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the detection reliability which is built upon commonly-used NMS algorithm.
The NMS has been an essential post processing step to reduce false positives
in most state-of-the-art object detectors. Recently, an improved version
namely Soft-NMS [127] has been proposed to decay the confidence scores of
overlapped detections rather than directly remove them.
However, most of NMS related techniques merely use the IOU in (4.2.1)
to measure the target closeness. This could be constraint if overlapped









Motivated by the work in [125], a measure of SIOA was developed to deal














Accordingly, the SIOA measure presented in (4.2.2) is aggregated as a com-
plement with the IOU in the Soft-NMS [127] to formulate an improved




ci(1− IOU(zmax,R, zi,R)), if IOU(zmax,R, zi,R) > UT
ci(1− SIOA(zmax,R, zi,R)), if IOU(zmax,R, zi,R) ≤ UT
& SIOA(zmax,R, zi,R) > ST
ci, otherwise
(4.2.3)
where UT and ST respectively are the thresholds of IOU and SIOA measures.
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zmax,R denotes a detection with the maximum score. The above improved
penalty function can mitigate the aforementioned issue in Fig. 4.3 (a) by
linearly decreasing the scores if detections have a higher SIOA but lower IOU
with zmax,R. Fig. 4.3 (b) visually reveals that the advantage of the proposed
approach. After performing the Soft-ANMS, finally a reliable measurement
set Z+ = {zR : c ≥ σ} can be achieved for the tracking process, where σ
denotes the threshold for the final selection.
Figure 4.3. Illustration of detection suppression with different overlapping mea-
sures. (a) fails to suppress the false positive by only using IOU measure. The
threshold of IOU is UT = 0.3. (b) shows the proposed approach effectively elimi-
nates the false positive by leveraging both measures of IOU and SIOA. The threshold
of SIOA is ST = 0.5 (better viewed in color version).
4.3 Measurement-driven GM-PHD visual tracker
In this work, a practical GM implementation [103] of the PHD recursion is
used to formulate the tracking model. The GM-PHD filter proposed by Vo
and Ma [103] introduces a closed-form solution to the PHD recursion. The
posterior PHD intensity function can be represented by a sum of weighted
Gaussian components that are propagated analytically in time [129]. Us-
ing the GM-PHD filtering framework, a set of target states at time k is
modelled as: Xk = {x1k, ...,x
Mk
k }, and a set of reliable measurement as
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Zk,+ = {z1k,+, ..., z
Nk
k,+} where Mk and Nk denote the number of targets and
measurements at time k.
4.3.1 Prediction
The motion of each target in the surveillance region from time k− 1 to time
k follows a linear Gaussian dynamical model [103],
fk|k−1(x|ξ) = N (x; Fξ,Qk−1) (4.3.1)
where F is the state transition matrix which models target propagation,
Qk−1 is the process noise covariance matrix, and ξ is the previous state. A










where N (·; m,P) denotes a Gaussian component with mean m and covari-
ance matrix P, Jk−1 is the number of Gaussian components at time k − 1,
and wjk−1 is the corresponding weight of the j-th Gaussian component [6].
Then, a labelling method in [129] is used to manage the target identities,
which is to assign a unique label Ijk−1 as a hidden identity to individual
Gaussian components to achieve an identity set Ik−1 = {I1k−1, ..., I
Jk−1
k−1 } [6].
For the current time step k, the prediction is performed independently
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where νk|k−1,S(x) represents the predicted intensity of survival targets, and
ek|k−1 is the survival probability. The identities of Gaussian components
remain unaltered during the prediction, Ijk|k−1,S = I
j
k−1, j = 1, ..., Jk−1.
4.3.2 Measurement grouping
In the previous chapter, an adaptive gating technique based on spatial con-
straints was developed to perform the measurement classification, which is
intended to improve the efficiency in the updating step. While the per-
formance of this design may degrade when targets move in close proximity,
because only relying on target motion is not robust enough to address the tar-
get ambiguity in the image plane. For instance, there are two targets moving
near each other, one of which is matched with multiple effective measure-
ments while the other suffers from this special type of miss-detection [130].
To avoid misuse of ambiguous measurements in the filtering process, the
measurement-driven mechanism in here is not only limited to the spatial
information but also extended with target appearance models, which is as-
sisted by CNN features based on person re-identification (ReID). These ReID
features are extracted from a deep neural network [131] which is pre-trained
on a large-scale person ReID dataset [132]. This CNN model is generally
constructed with two convolutional layers, followed by a max pooling layer
and six residual layers. The employed network uses the same input size of
128× 64 RGB image patch for feature extraction.
Then the Bhattacharyya distance [40] is utilized to calculate the following
similarity score in the feature space between the j-th predicted target and
n-th measurement at time k,














1− (f jk)Tdnk . (4.3.7)
f jk and d
n
k are the feature vectors of the j-th predicted target and the n-th
measurement respectively. Features are normalized using L2 normalization.
σ2θ denotes the variance of the similarity score. Therefore the overall associ-
ation cost is jointly constructed by the CNN based appearance models and
spatial constraints,
Λk(j, n) = Λ
S
k (j, n)× ΛAk (j, n). (4.3.8)
where ΛSk (j, n) denotes the spatial cost computed by the Euclidean distances
between the position and size information. Then the Hungarian algorithm
[133] with the association cost is used to perform the association between
the selected measurements Zt,+ and predicted states.
After the association, the measurement set is divided into two groups:
Zk,+ = Zk,γ∪Zk,A, in which, the associated and un-associated measurements
Zk,A, Zk,γ are respectively used for target survival and initialization.
4.3.3 Initialization
Standard formulation of PHD filtering methods [103] [44] often presets the
target birth model to cover the entire region of interest. In the video tracking
context, detections from the object detector are used to handle the target
birth and death that are highly random and unpredictable, so as to avoid
the need for prior knowledge of the scene information. Therefore, newborn
















where H is the observation matrix, and Rk means the observation noise
covariance matrix. In the meantime, new identities Ik,γ = {I1k,γ , ..., I
Jk,γ
k,γ }
are assigned to new-born targets, where Jk,γ = |Zk,γ | denotes the number of
new-born targets [6].
4.3.4 Update
For the update step, both survival and new-born targets are combined to
form the predicted PHD intensity νk|k−1(x) = νk|k−1,S(x)+γk(x), which can









The predicted identity set is also updated as, Ik|k−1 = Ik|k−1,S ∪Ik,γ . Then
the PHD update step [103] at time k can be achieved by associating the
predetermined reliable measurements Zk,+,
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where pm is the missed detection probability, and κk is the clutter density.
For each predicted Gaussian term, its identity is assigned to (1 + |Zk,+|)




After the PHD update step, a track management scheme in [129] is adopted
in here to correctly extract the confirmed tracks, and discard other tracks
that are least reliable. Firstly, targets with the maximum weights can be
selected as a collection of possible tracks. Then targets can be confirmed
with wjk ≥ wth and labelled with the same identity as that in prediction,
where wth denotes the threshold of a target confirmation. In contrast, the
rest of the targets which fail to reach wth are tentatively eliminated after a
certain value of Tmiss frames. The above only summarizes the key steps of
the track management after the PHD filtering, while the details have been
given in Chapter 3.
4.4 Experiments
In this section, there are two experiments implemented on the widely-used
MOT16 Challenge Benchmark [4]. This benchmark provides various pedes-
trian tracking scenarios with different camera motion and lighting conditions.
The first experiment is performed on the entire benchmark training set to
justify the effectiveness of the proposed method for measurement selection
of detections. Then two video sequences MOT16-02 (static camera) and
MOT16-10 (moving camera) are employed to evaluate the proposed method
on the tracking task.
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4.4.1 Experimental settings
The process noise covariance matrix Qk−1 = Diag([25, 25, 16, 16, 4, 4]), and
the observation noise covariance matrix is Rk = Diag([25, 25]) [9]. Param-
eters to implement the GM-PHD filter are empirically set to: pM = 0.01,
e = 0.95, and κ = 10−4 [10]. In order to reduce the effect of potentially
noisy detections still existing in the measurement model, the birth weights
are empirically assigned with a smaller value 0.001 by following the setting
as in [134].
For enhanced confidence rescoring, the ResNet-101-FPN backbone of
mask R-CNN [12] is retained for feature extraction, but the network heads
of bounding-box regression and instance segmentation are removed. The
classification branch of the mask R-CNN is merely used during the model
inference. The model was pre-trained on the MS-COCO detection dataset
[135]. Readers are referred to [12] for further details of the network training.
Additionally, RoIs are no longer generated from a regional proposal network
[16] which is replaced by an input layer. The public detections provided
by the MOT16 benchmark are used in here. The threshold for enhanced
confidence scoring is set to cTh = 0.1. Parameters for implementing Soft-
ANMS are set to UT = 0.3, ST = 0.5, and σ = 0.6.
4.4.2 Results of measurement selection
In this experiment, the MOT16 trainging set is used to investigate the impact
of the proposed EDR module on the measurement selection. In this module,
enhanced confidence rescoring and Soft-ANMS are respectively denoted as
ECR and S-ANMS. For performance comparison, a recently developed two-
step measurement selection in [29] is included, which consists of confidence
score sorting (CCS ) and non-maximal suppression (NMS ). The original de-
tection set provided by the benchmark is used as the baseline (RAW) [4].
For this evaluation, the number of true positives (TPs) and false positives
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Table 4.1. Selection performance comparison with different approaches on
MOT16 training set.
Method TP(↑) FP (↓)
RAW [4] 50,859 28,931
CCS [29] 40,074 4,884




(FPs) is report by calculating the IoU ratios between the boxes of detection
and ground truth. Specifically, a TP is counted if the IoU ratio is greater
than 0.5; ground truth boxes are considered if they are visible and with
human-related class labels.
Table 4.1 shows the results on the measurement selection task. The ef-
fectiveness of the proposed ECR is firstly justified by comparing with CCS,
since both of which are designed to apply a threshold to rectify the raw de-
tections. It can be observed that CCS reduces a larger number of FPs, but
it returns a significant deduction in TPs. The proposed ECR also produces
fewer FPs, and simultaneously retain most of the TPs. This can be explained
that the proposed ECR improves the correspondence between the scores and
TPs. It is noteworthy that the combined method (ECR-S-ANMS ) reduces
87.1% of FPs and retains 95.2% of TPs, in comparison with the baseline
(RAW ). By comparing the last two methods in Table 4.1, it can be found
that the proposed S-ANMS outperforms the traditional NMS by reducing
685 FPs, as well as recovering 246 TPs. This is because aggregating the
scores between SIOA and IOU can provide better robustness in the suppres-
sion process.
Furthermore, the trade-off between the precision and recall is analyzed
on the MOT16 training set, as shown in Fig. 4.4. The proposed full module
(ECR-S-ANMS ) favorably surpasses others in terms of both precision and
recall. On the other hand, Fig. 4.5 also visually displays the advantages of
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Figure 4.4. Precision and Recall ranking plots on the MOT16 Challenge training
set. Methods closer to the upper right corner perform better.
Table 4.2. Tracking Performance Comparison on MOT16-02 sequence. Bolded
results indicate the best.
Tracker
MOTA FP FN MT ML
(↑) (↓) (↓) (↑) (↓)
T-RAW [4] 15.8 1,783 13,067 11.1% 55.6%
T-CCS [29] 16.4 474 14,353 7.4% 66.7%
T-CCS-NMS [29] 18.6 70 14,367 7.4% 66.7%
T-ECR 18.5 1,351 13,009 11.1% 55.6%
T-ECR-NMS 24.6 229 13,070 11.1% 57.4%
T-ECR-S-ANMS 24.8 200 13,066 11.1% 57.4%
the proposed method in different steps. These comparisons above verify the
proposed EDR algorithm can effectively improve the measurement selection,
so as provide a premise for the subsequent tracking process.
4.4.3 Tracking evaluations
In this section, previously acquired selection results are incorporated with the
same measurement-driven GM-PHD tracker for tracking evaluations. The
following metrics [115] are specifically used to assess the tracking perfor-
mance, which are multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA), false positives
(FP), false negatives (FN), mostly tracked targets (MT) and mostly lost
targets (ML)
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 detail the tracking results on two scenarios. a short
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(a) Selection with original confidence scores and NMS
(b) Selection with enhanced detection reliability
Figure 4.5. Visualization of measurement selection on the MOT16-02 video
sequence. Detections with scores smaller than the threshold cTh = 0.1 are presented
with dashed boxes. (a) shows that the selection original confidence scores improves
the false detections but increases the number of missed detections. (b) shows the
proposed approach can better preserve the true targets and remove false detections
(better viewed in color version).
name (T ) is added with each selection method to indicate tracking methods.
For MOT16-02 sequence, it is shown that tracking with each step of the
proposed method can provide better performance in some ways, even if only
using single step T-ECR can achieve the least number of FN and almost
same MOTA compared with traditional two-step measurement selection (T-
CCS-NMS ). The full method (T-ECR-S-ANMS ) achieves the best MOTA
which is the most important metric for the overall evaluation. Comparing
with the method T-ECR-NMS, the full method performs better in MOTA,
FP, and FN. This suggests that proposed S-ANMS is more effective than
traditional NMS for promoting the tracking task.
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Table 4.3. Tracking Performance Comparison on MOT16-10 sequence. Bolded
results indicate the best.
Tracker
MOTA FP FN MT ML
(↑) (↓) (↓) (↑) (↓)
T-RAW [4] 21.6 2,767 6,749 14.8% 40.7%
T-CCS [29] 31.7 489 7,826 9.3% 59.3%
T-CCS-NMS [29] 33.4 256 7,850 9.3% 59.3%
T-ECR 32.1 1,440 6,785 14.8% 40.7%
T-ECR-NMS 39.5 465 6,859 14.8% 40.7%
T-ECR-S-ANMS 39.8 472 6,819 14.8% 40.7%
For MOT16-10 sequence, the proposed full method (T-ECR-S-ANMS )
also reports the highest MOTA score, and significantly improves the baseline
(T-RAW ) by 18.2%. In addition, Improvements on the MT and ML further
demonstrate the proposed method benefits the tracking robustness and con-
sistency. To sum up, the proposed EDR method benefits on the early stage
of tracking pipeline by supplying more reliable measurements, and therefore
the tracking process can be better realized.
Furthermore, Fig. 4.6 also visually reveals the merits of the proposed
method for different tracking scenarios. To be specific, it can be seen from
Fig. 4.6 (a), there are several false alarms present in the original detection
results. Ideally, the tracker should be able to output fewer false detections
and recover more missed detections. As shown in Fig. 4.6 (b), tracking with
original measurement selection method is not adversely affected by the false
alarms, whereas fails to track a number of targets which have been identi-
fied in the detection step. This clearly exposes the weakness of the baseline
selection method, which is unable to be well deal with two challenging is-
sues simultaneously. However, Fig. 4.6 (c) shows that the aforementioned
problems have been well addressed by tracking with the proposed EDR al-
gorithm. This instance is further to confirm the validity of the proposed
method on the tracking task.
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(a) Original detection results
(b) Tracking with original confidence scores and NMS
(c) Tracking with enhanced detection reliability
Figure 4.6. Qualitative tracking comparison on the video sequences of MOT16
dataset.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a novel enhanced detection reliability approach was pro-
posed to improve the measurement selection for online multiple human track-
ing. The misalignment between confidence scores and true positives on the
MOT16 Challenge benchmark was firstly statistically analyzed. Much un-
certainty in the selection process caused by the misalignment issue necessi-
tates the enhancement of the detection reliability. By performing the en-
hanced confidence rescoring in a global-to-local manner, the correspondence
between target candidates and confidence scores has been well improved,
which is helpful to supply more reliable measurements for tracking. Then,
an improved pruning algorithm Soft-ANMS was developed to eliminate am-
biguous detections, and therefore provides better robustness in the suppres-
sion process. Moreover, CNN features based target appearance models were
employed to help mitigate the target ambiguity in the filtering process.
The obtained results on the selection experiment verifies the effectiveness
of the proposed EDR algorithm in the measurement selection, where the
proposed method produces fewer FPs, and simultaneously retain most of
the TPs . Specifically, the proposed measurement selection method reduces
87.1% of FPs and retains 95.2% of TPs, in comparison with the baseline
method. For the tracking evaluations, tracking improvements in FP and
MOTA demonstrate the proposed approach is able to reduce false detections
and promote the tracking accuracy. The proposed method achieves the best
MOTA scores in both evaluated sequences, and in particular outperforms
the baseline method by 9.0% and 18.2% respectively.
Overall, this approach can be applied as a stand alone algorithm to any
online tracking methods for robust measurement selection. However, missed
detections as one of the tracking challenges has not been fully investigated.
The next chapter aims to address this issue and improve the tracking per-
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formance from a fusion perspective, which integrates two human detectors









Previous chapters contributed to improving the measurement driven filtering
in birth intensity estimation, measurement classification and selection. How-
ever, missed detections as a challenging issue presented in this thesis have
not been properly addressed. It may be that previously proposed methods
solely relying on a single detector are limited to exploring the image context
more comprehensively, as depicted in Fig. 5.1 (a). The full-body detector
(blue) fails to consider three pedestrians on the right as a merged one when
they are in close proximity, and it is prone to false positives. The body-parts
103
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detector (green) improves the false positives and merged targets, whilst it
has less promising performance in precision and fragmentation. Therefore,
a multi-detector fusion approach can be an effective solution to reinforce the
tracking process.
Recently, fusion of multiple data sources has been proven to enhance
the tracking robustness and reliability, since this approach can provide re-
dundancy in different aspects, and eliminate uncertainties between individ-
ual sources [6, 67, 136]. Most existing fusion based tracking methods focus
on single level fusion, such as fusing multiple features [78], grouping detec-
tions [36,65] or integrating the tracking outputs [67]. Based on the processing
level, sequential [26,66], parallel [27,70,71] and hybrid data fusion [137] ap-
proaches are possible. Different from the aforementioned fusion approaches,
this chapter presents multi-level (feature-level and decision-level) coopera-
tive fusion within the GM-PHD filter framework for online multiple human
tracking. As shown in Fig. 5.1 (b) Fusion of both detectors show that false
positives are eliminated, missed targets are recovered from the occlusion
area, and that tracking precision is improved.
The proposed fusion approach is composed of two key ideas: enhanced
identity association and a robust fusion center. In general, this approach
integrates two human detectors with different characteristics (full-body and
bodyparts), and investigate their complementary benefits for tracking mul-
tiple targets. For the enhanced identity association, a novel discriminative
correlation matching (DCM) model in the feature-level fusion is proposed,
and it is fused with spatio-temporal information to mitigate the ambiguous
identity associations in the GM-PHD filter. The DCM model exploits dis-
criminative correlation filters (DCFs) learned from features of multiple con-
volutional layers as target-specific classifiers, which discriminate the desired
target from background and other existing targets. Features are obtained
from the outputs of both top and lower convolutional layers, which can en-
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.1. Justification of using multiple detectors on the MOT16-11 video
sequence [6].
code the target appearances with better discriminability of the background
and targets in the same category.
For the robust fusion center, it is designed with virtual and real zones
to perform the fusion at the decision level. The real zone is mainly re-
sponsible for performing the cooperative track fusion which applies survival
and birth track fusion independently on the tracking estimates of survival
and new-born targets. The virtual zone manages to reconstruct the missed
targets and remove false detections. The intuition of this design is to en-
able the fusion process in the tracking system to better exploit the maximum
strengths from the two detectors, and also mitigates the sensitivity of missed
detection occurring in the original GCI rule [68]. Besides, an identity reas-
signment mechanism which is similar to [72] is developed to overcome the
identity mismatching problem. MOTChallenge Benchmark evaluations are
provided to confirm improved performance over other state-of-the-art RFS
based tracking methods. The main contributions of this chapter are sum-
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marized as follows:
1. A novel DCM model at the feature-level fusion is proposed, which
is fused with spatio-temporal information to enhance the ambiguous
identity associations in the filtering process.
2. A robust fusion center at the decision-level fusion is proposed to im-
prove the fusion process and tracking consistency.
3. A novel multi-level (feature-level and decision-level) cooperative fusion
within the GM-PHD filtering for online multiple human tracking.
This chapter addresses the fourth and fifth objectives of this thesis, which
relate to the GM-PHD filter based online multiple human tracking using deep
discriminative correlation matching published in [30], the collaborative de-
tector fusion of the data-driven PHD filter for online multiple human tracking
published in [6], and the multi-level cooperative fusion of GM-PHD filters
for online multiple human tracking published in the IEEE Transactions on
Multimedia [33].
The rest of this chapter is presented as follows: Section 5.3 describes the
formulation of the multi-target dynamical and measurement model using
the RFS framework. Section 5.4 presents the proposed enhanced identity
association which performs the feature-level fusion on each detector domain.
Section 5.5 explains the tracking process, which is realized by applying the
data-driven GM-PHD filters on the association results from both detectors.
Then the proposed robust fusion center is introduced to provide a global
analysis on the preliminary tracking estimates in Section 5.6. Experimental
results and discussions are given in Section 5.7, verifying the effectiveness of
the proposed multi-level cooperative fusion with GM-PHD filters.
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5.2 Overview of the proposed tracking approach
The overview of the proposed tracking approach is illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
The designed fusion based tracking system consists of feature-level and decision-
level fusion and performs in a cooperative way to fulfil the tracking objec-
tive. Given an input image, both full-body and body-parts detectors locally
achieve valid detections. In the enhanced identity association stage, detec-
tions from each domain are locally associated with predicted states by per-
forming the feature-level fusion which exploits spatio-temporal information
and discriminative correlation matching. The resulting association outputs
from each domain are further processed through the GM-PHD filters to
achieve the local tracking estimates. These preliminary tracking results are
further moved into the designed robust fusion center for the decision-level
fusion. This fusion center consists of real and virtual zones. In the real
zone, cooperative track fusion and appearance model updates are performed
on the significant tracks, which yields the final tracking results. The virtual
zone in the robust fusion center is designed to manage track termination and
reconfirmation. The detailed implementations on each block of the proposed
approach are presented in the following sections.










k−1) denote PHD intensity at time
k−1. Following the method in [129], an identity set Ik−1 = {I1k−1, ..., I
Jk−1
k−1 }
is initialized to couple with νk−1(x). For the current time k, the motion
prediction for each potentially survived target in νk−1(x) is performed, which
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where ek|k−1 represents the survival probability, Jk−1 is the number of Gaus-
sian components, and wjk−1 is the weight of the j-th Gaussian component.
N (·; m,P) denotes a Gaussian component with mean m and covariance P.
F and Qk−1 are the matrices of motion transition and process noise covari-
ance, respectively [6]. The identities of Gaussian components are predicted
as, Ijk|k−1,S = I
j
k−1, j = 1, ..., Jk−1.
In reality, these predicted Gaussian terms may contain ghost targets
which are potentially missed at current time k, which increases the uncer-
tainty in the update step. This issue was not practically resolved in the
previous chapters. Therefore, in this chapter, it is required and necessary to
examine the predictions in the early stage before implementing the filtering
process.
5.3.2 Measurement Model
To build a robust measurement model, two sets of measurements (full-body
and body-parts detections) are used at each time step k for parallel process-
ing, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. First of all, a full body detector [2] is applied
to form a set of full-body detections Zk,a, where a represents the full-body
detector. Furthermore, it is likely that each person can have multiple mea-
surements that are spatially surrounding the target for each time step, which
means that each human target consists of a certain number of body parts
that share common dynamics or attributes [6,138]. To this end, another body
parts detector [139] is adopted to acquire body-parts detections Zk,b, where
b demonstrates the body-parts detector. There are ideally 14 body parts
which can be obtained per time step k, namely ankles, knees, hips, wrists,
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elbows, shoulders with left/right symmetry, and the head top/bottom [6].
A rectangle shape is considered for grouping the body-parts measurements
to model the human contour. In this work, the reshaped measurements will
be discarded if the number of body-parts is less than 6. For simplicity, Zk,θ,
θ ∈ {a, b} is denoted concisely as Zk, in which, the detector index θ on the
obtained detections is ignored. The measurement model for each detection
under the Gaussian assumption is given by,
gk(z|x) = N (zk; Hxk,Rk) (5.3.2)
where H denotes the observation matrix, Rk denotes the observation noise
covariance matrix at time k. In fact, noisy measurements can degrade the
efficiency of the data-driven PHD filter and birth prediction [30]. Then a pre-
processing step is implemented on the original detections before performing
the target association. It takes advantage of the confidence score ck ∈ [0, 1]
which is built in each full-body detection, to remove the noises Γk = {zfk :
ck < cth} in the original detections Zk, where cth is the threshold value [30],
thus reliable measurements are obtained as, Z+k = Zk \ Γk.
5.4 Enhanced Identity Association
This section presents an enhanced labelling system for the PHD filtering pro-
cess. Unlike the early association in [29], the proposed approach integrates
DCM appearance models with spatio-temporal information to address the
target ambiguity in the labelling system.
5.4.1 Spatio-Temporal Information
Spatio-temporal information has been widely used for measuring affinity be-
tween detections and targets [29, 30, 129]. It is able to capture geometric
relations between the bounding boxes with low computational cost. The
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means of Gaussian terms given by (4.3.4) are regarded as predicted states of
individual targets for the calculation of association cost. Reliable measure-
ments Z+k are previously obtained in Section 5.3.2. Then, the association
cost ΛSTk is measured by spatio-temporal relation between a reliable detec-
tion zk ∈ Z+k and a predicted state mk|k−1,S , which is computed by,







where σ2s represents the variance. These affinity scores Λ
ST
k obtained from
the spatio-temporal relation construct a cost matrix ∆STk . However, only
acquiring the geometric relations may generate ambiguous affinity scores
when targets are in close proximity. To this end, target relations on the
visual content will be explored in the next section.
5.4.2 Discriminative Correlation Matching
Recently, discriminative correlation filters have been widely used in single
object visual tracking for better accuracy and efficiency. The DCF based
tracking approaches that learn correlation filters to encode target appear-
ances can achieve high computational efficiency [96] with the use of fast
Fourier transforms (FFTs). For visual tracking, DCFs are mainly learned
as linear classifiers to discriminate between target and background appear-
ances. In this work, the discriminative power of DCFs is exploited and a
discriminative correlation matching scheme is proposed to formulate the ap-
pearance model. The major task is to learn the discriminative correlation
filters with features of multiple convolutional layers as target-specific clas-
sifiers to discriminate the desired target from noisy background and also
other intra-class targets. Preliminary ideas have been appeared in the pre-
vious conference paper [30]. Fig. 5.3 shows the workflow of the proposed
discriminative correlation matching. For each target, two DCFs are learned









































































Figure 5.3. An example workflow of the proposed discriminative correlation
matching scheme which uses DCF-based target-specific classifiers with the average
response outputs for target appearance matching.
from the outputs from both top and lower convolutional layers to encode the
target appearances, one (top layer) is used to distinguish between targets and
the background, the other (lower layer) is used for handling intra-class tar-
gets variations. The affinity scores are measured by computing the average
peak-to-sidelobe ratios (PSRs) from the correlation responses.
Training Phase
There are two discriminative correlation filters {c(l)} trained for each pre-
dicted target. The intuition of applying two filters together is to help match
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between a predicted target and a new detection with the exploitation of
both semantic and spatial details of target appearances. Feature maps used
for training are from the outputs of both the top and lower convolutional
layers, and each of them f (l) with the size of A × B × D is extracted from
the output of the l-th convolutional layer, where A, B, and D denote the
width, height, and the number of channels, respectively [30]. Training sam-
ples for discriminative correlation filters are generated from all circular shifts
f
(l)
a,b, (a, b) ∈ {0, ..., A− 1}× {0, ..., B− 1}. Each shifted sample has a desired
output g(l)(a, b) = exp(− (a−A/2)
2+(b−B/2)2
2σ2c
) to form a Gaussian label matrix
g(l) = {g(l)(a, b)|(a, b) ∈ {0, ..., A − 1} × {0, ..., B − 1}, where σc is the ker-
nel width [30]. The DCF c(l) with the same size of f (l) can be learned by














∥∥∥∥2 + λ‖c(l)‖22 (5.4.2)
where λ is the regularization parameter. Following the work in [96], the DCF
is trained by performing the fast Fourier transform (FFT) in the frequency
domain. Therefore, the solution of (5.4.2) on the d-th (d ∈ 1, ..., D) channel













where the hat stands for FFT operator, and the dagger represents complex
conjugation operation. The operator  defines the Hadamard (element-wise)
product.
Correlation Matching
Prior to performing the matching scheme, it is essential for a newly detected
target to extract each feature map y(l) ∈ RA×B×D by using the same layers
in the training phase. The goal of performing correlation matching in a
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many-to-many scenario is to find all the correlation responses between each
predicted and newly detected target. In practice, each correlation filter
c(l) is correspondingly associated with each feature map y(l) to compute a












where F−1{·} denotes the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). Given the
set of response maps {r(l)}, PSRs are utilized to obtain the set of scores







where µ(l) and σ
(l)
r denote the mean value and the standard deviation of the
sidelobes. Similar works [62] and [66] used the PSRs as a gating technique
to confirm the predicted state or detect tracking failures. However, the
proposed work focuses on enhancing the association step. Firstly, the average
sum of the {PSR(l)} is computed to achieve the overall matching score ρ,
which results in the matched pairs with ρ < $ and unmatched pairs with
ρ ≥ $ , where $ denotes the matching threshold. Then a generalized
sigmoid function is utilized to compute affinity scores between each predicted
and newly detected target based on the correlation matching results, since
this function limits the overall score ρ to a range of [0, 1]. Each pairwise





where α and β are the coefficients for the calculation. These affinity scores
ΛAk obtained from the matching scheme construct a cost matrix ∆
A
k , which
is ultimately fused with the cost of spatio-temporal relation ∆STk to build
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Algorithm 4: Enhanced Identity Association (k > 1)
Input : Reliable measurements Z+k , predicted states: νk|k−1,S.
Output: Associated and un-associated measurements Z+k,D, Z
+
k,γ.
Predicted intensities of detected and potentially missed
targets νk|k−1,D, νk|k−1,M .
1 Initialize discriminative correlation filters {c(l)k−1|l = 3, 4} for each
mk|k−1,S ∈ νk|k−1,S, using Eq. (5.4.2) and Eq. (5.4.3).
2 Compute the pairwise spatio-temporal association cost ΛSTk ,
using mk|k−1,S ∈ νk|k−1,S, zk ∈ Z+k and Eq. (5.4.1).
3 Crop out the image patches based on zk ∈ Z+k and extract
multi-layer convolutional features {y(l)}.
4 for each layer l do
5 Compute the correlation response map r(l) using l-th feature
map y(l), c
(l)
k−1 and Eq. (5.4.4).
6 Compute the matching score PSR(l) via Eq. (5.4.5).
7 end
8 Compute the overall matching score ρ, and use it to achieve the
pairwise appearance association cost ΛAk using Eq. (5.4.6).
9 Compute the total association cost ∆k using Eq. (5.4.7).








The benefit of this feature-level fusion is that it can compensate for unre-
liability present in the individual association cost, especially when target
ambiguities occur in either motion dynamics or visual content [30]. In prac-
tice, each set of valid detections is locally processed in the enhanced identity
association. The Hungarian algorithm [133] is used to achieve the optimal
association. The overall algorithm of enhanced identity association is given
with details in Algorithm 4.
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5.5 Measurement-Driven Filtering
The filtering process is applied on each set of association results from both
detectors to achieve candidate tracking estimates. In the traditional PHD
filter, all the input measurements in Zk are used for the update steps. How-
ever, it may degrade the updating performance because of the misuse of
measurements and false alarms. For this tracking task, taking advantage of
association results in the previous section, the reliable measurement set Z+k






where Z+k,D and Z
+
k,γ denote the associated and un-associated measurements,
respectively. The clutter measurement set Γk which often misleads the track-
ing process is not included in the update step.
Different from the GM-PHD updating in the previous chapter, this sec-
tion presents a measurement-dependent updating process, where new-born
and survival targets are performed independently with the corresponding
measurements. Associated measurements are only considered for the up-
date of survival targets, while un-associated measurements are used for the
target initialization.
5.5.1 Target Survival
Owing to the enhanced identity association, the predicted intensity of sur-
vival targets can be reformulated as,
νk|k−1,S(x) = νk|k−1,M (x) + νk|k−1,D(x) (5.5.2)
where νk|k−1,M (x) and νk|k−1,D(x) are the predicted intensities of potentially
missed and detected targets, respectively. In the meanwhile, the identity set
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of νk|k−1,S(x) is modified as, Ik|k−1,S = Ik|k−1,M ∪ Ik|k−1,D. For the update
of predicted intensity of potentially missed targets νk|k−1,M (x), target states
and covariance matrices are effectively inherited from the prediction, while



















In addition, the identity set of νk,M (x) remains as, Ik|k,M = Ik|k−1,M . The
updated intensities of potentially disappearing targets νk,M (x) are finally
moved into the virtual zone of the proposed fusion center for target termi-
nation or reconfirmation.
On the other hand, the predicted intensity of detected targets νk|k−1,D(x)















k|k,D are obtained by (4.3.14)-(4.3.18). Each
predicted Gaussian component increases to |Z+k,D| updated components la-
belled with the same identity, i.e., Ijk|k,D = I
j
k|k−1,D [6]. Then, the strategy
in [129] is used to select updated components with the maximum weights as
a set of possible estimated states ν̃k,D(x). These tracking estimates are thus
taken as inputs to the real zone of the fusion center for the survival fusion
process.
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5.5.2 Target Initialization
All selected measurements at the initial time k − 1 are considered as new-
born targets, since there are no targets tracked yet. New-born targets at









These newborn targets are labelled with new identities Ik,γ = {I1k,γ , ..., I
Jk,γ
k,γ }.
where Jk,γ = |Z+k,γ | denotes the number of new-born targets. According
to [49], newborn targets that are adaptively initialized from measurements
can be considered to be always detected. Hence, the missed detection proba-
bility is always zero (PM = 0) for the update step of newborn targets. Then,











where mjk|k,γ , P
j
k|k,γ , and w
j
k|k,γ can be achieved by the similar reasoning
as in (4.3.14)-(4.3.18). Then, the management scheme in [129] is adopted
again to extract the significant components to form ν̃k,γ(x), which are taken
as inputs to the real zone of the fusion center for the birth fusion process.
5.6 Robust fusion center
After parallel processing from measurement-driven GM-PHD filters, prelim-
inary tracking estimates which implicitly include the target bounding boxes
from each detector domain are passed to a fusion center, where a global
decision is performed. The overview of the proposed robust fusion center is
depicted in Fig. 5.4.
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5.6.1 Real zone
In the real zone, the major processes as shown in Fig. 5.4 can be divided into
two stages: cooperative track fusion and model update. The proposed coop-
erative track fusion follows the data-driven scheme, which performs survival
and birth track fusion independently on the tracking estimates of survival
and new-born targets. The overall cooperative track fusion algorithm is
given with details in Algorithm 5. Model update is only performed on the
fused survival tracks to deal with the appearance variations.
Cooperative track fusion
In this context, fusing tracks are actually to communicate the GM-PHD
intensities, so the GCI rule which has been widely used in multi-sensor fusion
with the PHD filter is exploited. The GCI fusion rule was originally proposed
by Mahler [68] for fusion of multi-object functions, providing a suboptimal
solution to preserve maximal information in the fused posterior from local
posteriors. Battistelli et al. [71] employed exponential mixture densities
(EMDs), specifically to realize the GCI fusion of GM-PHD intensities. The
GCI fusion rule provides an effective solution to fuse two Gaussian mixtures










Using the exponential Gaussian mixture, the power of a Gaussian mixture
model can be formulated by the following approximation [71],
( J∑
j=1
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Figure 5.5. Qualitative comparison between the use of the original GCI fusion
and the proposed fusion center on the MOT16-09 video sequence. Detection results
show that a target located in the middle of the scene is detected by the body-
parts detector (green) but missed by the full-body detector (blue). In this case,
fusion through the original GCI rule would lose the target even though it has been
detected by the body-parts detector. In the proposed fusion center, this target only
observed by the body-parts detector would be reconfirmed and preserved in the
tracking outputs (better viewed in color version).
Therefore, the GCI fusion for GM-PHD intensities can be equivalent to
applying covariance intersection (CI) pairwise to Gaussian components from
two intensities [6]. Both human detectors used in this tracking scenario have
fully overlapped field of views (FOVs), which results in applying the GCI
fusion rule in the current fusion process without requiring transformation.
However, a recent study in [73] has suggested that the original GCI
fusion rule is prone to missed detections. Missing targets at one detector can
degrade the fusion performance with detected targets from other detectors.
To be more specific, suppose a target xk at time k is detected by detector
a, but missed in detector b, this results in νa(xk) > 0 and νb(xk) ≈ 0.
After applying the GCI fusion in (5.6.1), the fused result can be νϕ(xk) ≈ 0,
which implies that the target is lost even though a larger fusion weight ϕ
is given in νb(xk). To overcome the aforementioned issue, a robust fusion
center is developed with real and virtual zones, aiming to improve the fusion
process and tracking consistency. Qualitative results which demonstrate the
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advantages of the proposed fusion algorithm over the original GCI rule are
shown in Fig. 5.5.
Survival track fusion For the survival track fusion, survival tracks from both
detectors possess the same identity library. It means that a survival target
processed by both detectors will be given by the same identity. Therefore,
it is feasible to directly apply CI on survival tracks with the same identities.
Given each pair of Gaussian components i and j with the same label
from the intensities ν̃ak,D(x) and ν̃
b
k,D(x), each fused component with the








































































therefore, these fused components establish the fused intensity of survival
tracks ν̃abk,D(x). Conventional fusion approaches [70–72] usually preset the
value of ϕ as 0.5 with the assumption that both sensors have the same
sensing abilities in all aspects. However, the aforementioned design of fusion
weight may be no longer applicable to real tracking applications, since it is
not always feasible for detectors to have the same sensing abilities due to
different imaging conditions or camera motions. To this end, an experimental
study to determine the parameter ϕ will be given in the Section 5.7.3. Non-
fused survival tracks from both detectors are preserved into final tracking
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set.
Algorithm 5: Cooperative Track Fusion (k > 1)
Input : Identity sets: Iak,γ and Ibk,γ; Iak,D and Ibk,D. Local







Output: Final tracking results: νabk and Iabk .
1 Compute common survival identity sets: Iabk,D = Iak,D ∩ Ibk,D.





(5.6.4)-(5.6.7) based on Iabk,D.
3 Compute independent survival identity sets:
Iak,D∗ = Iak,D \ Iabk,D; Ibk,D∗ = Ibk,D \ Iabk,D.




5 Apply the identity reassignment with IOU scores to obtain
reassigned identity sets Ĩak,γ and Ĩbk,γ.
6 Compute common birth identity sets: Ĩabk,γ = Ĩak,γ ∩ Ĩbk,γ.





(5.6.4)-(5.6.7) based on Ĩabk,γ.
8 Compute independent birth identity sets:
Ĩak,γ∗ = Ĩak,γ \ Ĩabγ,k; Ĩbk,γ∗ = Ĩbk,γ \ Ĩabk,γ.
9 Obtain independent birth tracks ν̃ak,γ∗ and ν̃
b
k,γ∗ with Ĩak,γ∗ and
Ĩbk,γ∗ .
10 Obtain final tracks results:
νabk = ν̃
ab
k,D ∪ ν̃ak,D∗ ∪ ν̃bk,D∗ ∪ ν̃abk,γ ∪ ν̃ak,γ∗ ∪ ν̃bk,γ∗
Iabk = Iabk,D ∪ Iak,D∗ ∪ Ibk,D∗ ∪ Ĩabk,γ ∪ Ĩak,γ∗ ∪ Ĩbk,γ∗ .
Birth track fusion Different from a survival track labelling system, a new-
born target detected by each detector is labelled with two different local
identities during the tracking process, which is due to the different detec-
tion orders in each detector. This is an issue of inconsistent identity as-
signment [72] which causes confusions in the fusion process. To remedy
this, it is essential to reassign a same identity to matched birth tracks
from both detectors. An identity reassignment mechanism is therefore de-
veloped before the fusion process, which is designed to calculate pairwise





Area(b)), between any two components from
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birth intensities of ν̃ak,γ(x) and ν̃
b
k,γ(x) [6]. When the similarity score com-
puted on any two birth components is greater than 0.5, these two birth
components will be reassigned with a same identity. Two components with
the same reassigned identities from ν̃ak,γ(x) and ν̃
b
k,γ(x), respectively can be
fused by the similar reasoning in (5.6.4)-(5.6.7). In addition, non-fused birth
tracks are copied into the final tracking results.
Model update
After the fusion process, it is necessary to update the appearance model
for the newly achieved tracking estimates in order to handle the appearance
variations. To avoid introducing background noise in the model update, since
the correlation filters are sensitive to false positives, the proposed strategy
is to only update the DCFs with the fused survival tracks ν̃abk,D in the real
zone. An update mechanism in [84] is specifically adopted for updating the
DCF c
(l)
k,d on the l-th layer. Specifically, each DCF c
(l)
k,d on the l-th layer at
time k is updated as follows,
U
(l)

























k,d are respectively the numerator and denominator of
the learned DCF c
(l)
k,d in 5.4.3, and η is a learning rate parameter. Besides,
each newly-detected track will be initialized with an appearance model using
DCFs.
5.6.2 Virtual zone
In this section, the virtual zone is designed to manage further validation
and processing on the potentially missed tracks which are strictly excluded
from the fusion process as shown in Fig. 5.4. The two major tasks of track
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reconfirmation and track termination are included in this zone.
Track reconfirmation
Potentially missed tracks in the virtual zone are required for further reconfir-
mation by communicating the non-fused survival tracks from the real zone.
Typically, a track can be reconfirmed only if its identity can be found in the
non-fused survival tracks from each detector domain. Then the reconfirmed
tracks are removed from the virtual zone. However, tracks yet reconfirmed
are considered as tentative tracks.
Track termination
Tracks which are found from neither detectors are automatically moved into
tentative tracks. Tentative tracks missing more than Tmiss frames are elim-
inated. Note that tentative tracks remaining in the virtual zone do not
contribute to the final tracks, but they are propagated in the next time step.
In the next section, the experiments will be explained, and results with
discussions will be given to examine the tracking performance of the proposed
method.
5.7 Experiments
This section firstly presents the well-established datasets, then elaborates the
detailed setting of the proposed tracker implementation. Next, experiments
are made on the validation sequences from the MOT16 benchmark [4] to
investigate the impact of the proposed fusion at different levels and the
influence of different parameters on the overall tracking performance. Lastly,
the proposed method is evaluated on the test set of MOT16 and MOT17
benchmarks [4].
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5.7.1 Datasets
Experiments are conducted on the MOTChallenge Benchmark dataset1 which
is the most commonly used for the quantification of multiple human track-
ing. This benchmark collects various challenging video sequences recorded
by static or moving cameras, and under the complex scenes of illumination
changes, varying viewpoints and weather conditions. The MOT16 Chal-
lenge [4], consists of 7 training and 7 testing fully annotated video sequences,
as well as providing public object detections generated by [2] for fair com-
parisons. MOT17 Challenge [4] is built on the MOT16 Challenge with a new
and more accurate ground truth. Each sequence is provided with 3 sets of
public detections (DPM, FRCNN, and SDP). The training video sequences
with available ground truths are primarily utilized to process the perfor-
mance analysis, while testing sequences are used to generate quantitative
comparisons against existing state-of-the-art tracking methods.
5.7.2 Implementation details
In this work, for the matching scheme, σc = 0.1, set the regularization
parameter of (5.4.2) λ = 10−4, and σ2s = 30 [30]. In addition, the matching
threshold $ = 10 is experimentally determined in Table 5.3, which results
in the settings of two coefficients α = 0.2 and β = −2 in (5.4.6). Likewise,
the fusing weight parameter ϕ is experimentally analyzed in Fig. 5.7. The
network in [131] is utilized for the feature generation, where the outputs of
the convolutional layers conv3-3 and conv4-3 are used as desired features.
The extracted features are multiplied with a cosine window to mitigate the
boundary effect [30, 96]. Implementation of measurement-driven GM-PHD
filtering follows the model settings in the previous chapter. The thresholds
of confidence scores cth are set to 0.1 for DPM detections, and set to −∞
for FRCNN and SDP detections. The maximum missing frames Tmiss is set
1https://motchallenge.net/
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Table 5.1. Ablation study of the proposed method on MOT16-09 sequence.
Feature Processer
MOTA FP FN IDS MT ML
(↑) (↓) (↓) (↓) (↑) (↓)
ST FB 29.4 1603 1981 128 32.0% 16.0%
ST BP 33.1 1461 1943 112 16.0% 8.0%
ST FB-BP 32.8 1839 1573 122 36.0% 12.0%
ST BP-FB 34.9 1483 1814 125 24.0% 8.0%
ST Proposed 39.9 1112 1948 100 28.0% 8.0%
A FB 34.6 1279 2036 124 28.0% 16.0%
A BP 39.4 1100 1983 101 12.0% 8.0%
A FB-BP 38.5 1208 1923 102 20.0% 16.0%
A BP-FB 41.1 1137 1847 111 24.0% 12.0%
A Proposed 45.5 919 1850 98 24.0% 12.0%
ST+A FB 37.4 1136 2031 123 28.0% 16.0%
ST+A BP 41.0 1012 1994 97 16.0% 8.0%
ST+A FB-BP 40.8 1217 1798 95 24.0% 12.0%
ST+A BP-FB 43.0 1108 1775 110 20.0% 12.0%
ST+A Proposed 47.5 827 1838 93 28.0% 8.0%
to 3 in this work, which is experimentally selected in Fig. 5.8.
5.7.3 Performance analysis
In this section, the performance analysis is presented to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method, including the ablation study of different
proposed components as well as the effects of different parameter settings.
For this purpose, experiments are conducted on MOT16-09 and MOT16-
11 from the training set of MOT16 Challenge Benchmark [4], as the scene
conditions and camera motions are distinct between these two validation
sequences.
Ablation study
To investigate the contribution of different components in the proposed
method, The ablation study is performed in two aspects. Firstly, the pro-
posed fusion strategy is compared with single detector full-body (FB) or
body parts (BP) individually processed by data-driven GM-PHD filter, and
also the sequential update PHD fusion [26] with different detector orders,
FB before BP (FB-BP) and BP before FB (BP-FB). Next, the impact of dif-
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ferent feature models in enhanced identity association is analyzed, including
spatio-temporal information (ST) and discriminative correlation matching
(A).
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 report the detailed evaluations on the validation se-
quences. In general, from the results above, the full tracking model achieves
noticeably improved performance on almost all presented evaluation metrics.
On the one hand, the proposed cooperative track fusion shows the advan-
tage over the sequential fusion approaches (FB-BP & BP-FB) and single
detectors (FB & BP), as it improves MOTA and reduces the number of FNs
regardless of different feature models. This is because the proposed fusion
algorithm exploits well the merits of both human detectors, thereby enabling
the tracker to recover the missed detections (low FNs) and provide more reli-
ably consistent tracks. Another finding on these results is that the proposed
discriminative correlation matching (A) mainly contributes to reducing the
number of FPs, and ID switches. This may be explained by the fact that
the proposed appearance model could help the tracking system to establish
better mappings between the detections and real targets. In addition, Im-
provements on the MT and ML further demonstrate the proposed method
benefits the tracking robustness and consistency.
Fig. 5.6 intuitively reveals the advantage of the proposed feature-level
fusion. The combined model achieves the best MOTA performance regard-
less of different fusion solutions, suggesting that fusing features can improve
ambiguities which occur in either motion dynamics or visual content. It is
shown that the proposed appearance model contributes most to improve the
tracking performance. Moreover, spatio-temporal information helps increase
the overall accuracy, especially to facilitate localization of the targets with
similar appearances. Overall, ablation study results above verify the pro-
posed multi-level fusion is helpful to address target ambiguities, and provide
redundancy in each detector domain.
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Table 5.2. Ablation study of the proposed method on MOT16-11 sequence.
Feature Processer
MOTA FP FN IDS MT ML
(↑) (↓) (↓) (↓) (↑) (↓)
ST FB 30.7 2379 3871 111 21.7% 42.0%
ST BP 36.1 2155 3607 102 23.1% 34.7%
ST FB-BP 35.2 2147 3675 122 24.6% 40.5%
ST BP-FB 37.9 1758 3845 95 20.2% 43.4%
ST Proposed 41.9 1625 3622 86 26.1% 31.9%
A FB 36.1 1808 3953 100 20.3% 42.0%
A BP 41.2 1637 3662 94 20.3% 34.7%
A FB-BP 40.5 1775 3574 108 16.0% 44.9%
A BP-FB 43.0 1633 3507 90 20.2% 43.4%
A Proposed 48.1 1359 3324 80 21.7% 36.2%
ST+A FB 38.2 1776 3793 97 18.9% 43.4%
ST+A BP 42.3 1630 3576 91 23.1% 34.7%
ST+A FB-BP 41.1 1713 3596 98 24.6% 40.5%
ST+A BP-FB 43.7 1573 3496 91 21.7% 39.1%
ST+A Proposed 49.7 1266 3278 74 24.6% 37.7%






























Figure 5.6. MOTA performance comparison of the proposed method on the
validation sequences.
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Table 5.3. Comparison of the tracking results with different matching thresholds
of appearance model on the validation sequences
MOT16-09
$ 6 10 14 18
MOTA (↑) 44.3 47.5 46.5 45.9
FP (↓) 1149 827 754 676
FN (↓) 1667 1838 1958 2083
MOT16-11
$ 6 10 14 18
MOTA (↑) 46.0 49.7 48.5 49.1
FP (↓) 1614 1266 1146 1019
FN (↓) 3220 3278 3493 3582
Analysis of parameters
In this section, an experimental study was made on the validation sequences
to analyze the influence of different critical parameters on the tracking per-
formance. Firstly, different values of matching threshold $ which controls
the gate to accept the matched pairs were tested, as illustrated in Table
5.3. Metrics of MOTA, FP, and FN are employed to investigate the relative
change on the performance.
For the MOT16-09 sequence, when the value of $ is altered from 6 to 18,
the number of false positives is largely decreased, whereas the MOTA score is
just slightly improved. This is because the higher matching threshold ignores
some matched pairs in ambiguous cases. Similar results are also found on
the MOT16-11 sequence.
In addition, the fusing parameter ϕ which determines the relative fusion
weight of each detector was analyzed with 5 different settings. The results
of different ϕ are shown in Fig. 5.7. Since both detectors have different
detecting abilities, the tracking performance is slightly sensitive to the fusing
parameter. As can seen from the extreme cases, the full body detector can
provide better precision MOTP but less accuracy MOTA, while the body-
parts detector has the opposite impact on the performance. To this end,
an appropriate value for ϕ can be experimentally determined, in order to
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Figure 5.7. Comparisons of MOTA performance with different fusing parame-
ters ϕ on the validation sequences. Results closer to the upper right corner perform
better (better viewed in color version).
manage the trade off between the MOTA and MOTP.
To study the impact of the parameter Tmiss which controls the number
of consecutive missing frames to terminate tentative tracks, a set of pilot
tests Tmiss = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} were made on the validation sequences. The
frame rate used in both sequences is 30, which is obtained from the MOT16
Challenge [4]. The results in Fig. 5.8 show that the best setting for the
maximum missing frames is Tmiss = 3.
The above analysis demonstrates that the tracking performance of the
proposed method is slightly sensitive to the parameter changes in the reason-
able range. Parameters with the highest performance are used and remain
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Figure 5.8. Comparisons of MOTA performance with different values of param-
eter Tmiss on the validation sequences.
unaltered throughout the benchmark evaluations in the next section.
5.7.4 Benchmark evaluations
The proposed tracking system was evaluated on the test set of the MOT16
and MOT17 Challenge Benchmarks [4]. Quantitative results compared with
recent state-of-the-art trackers published on the leaderboard are shown in
Tables 5.4 and 5.5. These include online trackers: AMIR [37], DCCRF16
[42], CDA DDALv2 [59], Deep-align [141], EAMTTPub [29], GM PHD N1T
[104], GMPHD HDA [60], MOTDT [39], PHD GSDL [10] and GMPHD KCF
[66], GM PHD [27], and also offline trackers: INTERA MOT [41], FWT
[36], MCjoint [19], MHT DAM [142], EDMT [51], QuadMOT16 [18], and
MHT bLSTM [101]. Evaluation measures with (↑) or (↓) respectively de-
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note that higher is better, or lower is better. The MOTA score which is
regarded as the most important measure, is employed to rank the trackers.
The qualitative tracking results on the MOT17 dataset are also shown in
Fig. 5.9.
As can seen from Table 5.4, the proposed method (MTDF) reports the
state-of-the-art MOTA and the second best MT compared with online meth-
ods, which indicates the proposed method is capable to provide more reliably
consistent tracks. Likewise, MTDF achieves the lowest ML and FN, even
including offline methods, demonstrating that the proposed method has the
advantage to recover missed targets by fusing parts to a cohesive whole.
Note that offline methods using future frame information usually achieve
more promising performance than online methods.
In terms of the evaluations on the MOT17 Benchmark, Table 5.5 shows
that the proposed method (MTDF17) achieves the second best performance
in MOTA, best MT among published online methods, and is on a par with
state-of-the-art offline methods. Furthermore, MTDF17 records the best
ML and FN scores among all listed trackers here. As a trade off, MTDF17
produces more FPs.
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5.7.5 Discussions with other MOT methods
In this section, an explicit discussion is made on the benchmark performance
between the proposed approach and other MOT methods. Compared with a
similar approach [36], the proposed fusion approach achieves better ML and
FN, while their fusion approach formulated by a quadratic program performs
better in MT and FP due to exploiting the long-term latency. It is worth
noting that the proposed method is outperformed by MOTDT [39], which
specifically achieves more promising performance in MOTA, FP, ID Sw, and
Frag. The effectiveness of this tracker can be attributed to two advantages,
one is that a fully CNN based candidate selection is well designed to remove
the false positives in the early stage, thereby gaining more reliable detections
for the data association. The other is triplet-based person re-identification
improves the target appearance model with better discriminativity, so as to
reduce the number of ID switches and fragments.
Moreover, the proposed method is specifically compared against other
state-of-the-art RFS based methods published on the leaderboard, including
EAMTTPub [29], GM PHD N1T [104], GMPHD HDA [60], PHD GSDL17
[10], GM PHD [27], and GMPHD KCF [66]. Overall, the proposed method
achieves best tracking performance among all RFS based methods in both
benchmarks. In Table 5.5, by comparing with the PHD GSDL17 [10] which
has been presented in Chapter 3, the current approach here effectively re-
duces a large amount of FN, and improves MOTA by 1.6%, MT by 1.8%
and ML by 2.5%. The improvement over EAMTT [29], which also performs
early association but only using spatial constraints, verifies the benefits of in-
tegrating the target-specific appearance model within the current approach,
particularly in establishing much more reliable and stable tracks. Better
yet, the proposed method outperforms single-level fusion based approaches
in [27] and [66] with large margins on the MOT17 dataset, demonstrating
that the proposed multi-level tracking fusion can increase the robustness
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and reliability for multiple human tracking task. Evaluations above imply
the proposed multi-level fusion approach can considerably strengthen RFS
based multiple human tracking.
Table 5.6. Quantitative comparison between the proposed approach (MTDF)
and previously published versions on the MOT16 benchmark.
Method MOTA (↑) MT (↑) ML (↓) FP (↓) FN (↓) ID Sw (↓) Frag (↓) Hz(↑)
MTDF 45.7 14.1% 36.4% 12,018 84,970 1,987 3,377 1.5
[6] 39.3 12.5% 40.8% 12,430 93,394 4,934 5,886 9.7
[30] 37.7 9.2% 46.5% 6,515 105,389 1608 3,372 2.2
To analyze the advantages of the currently proposed approach over meth-
ods given in previous conference papers [6] and [30], experiments were made
on the MOT16 benchmark to evaluate their tracking performance. The
results in Table 5.6 demonstrate the proposed approach achieves the best
scores in terms of MOTA, MT, ML, and FN. The improved performance
can be attributed to the major contribution which is the proposed fusion
center. It enhances the overall fusion process and contributes to producing
lower scores in FN, ML and better MOTA performance. Other improvements
ensue from the proposed multi-level cooperative fusion method integrating
well the merits from previous works at different stages. By exploiting the
complementary benefits of using the two human detectors in [6], more reli-
able tracks are provided, which yields improved MT score. The work in [30]
which improves the identity association helps the tracker to produce bet-
ter performance in ID Sw and Frag. As a suggestion for future work, FP
in the proposed fusion approach can be further improved by exploiting the
long-term latency of target trajectories.
5.7.6 Runtime analysis
In this work, all the experiments were conducted on a Laptop with an Intel
i7 3.5GHz CPU, with 32GB of memory and a GeForce GTX 1060 without
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parallel speeding. The runtime comparisons with other published methods
presented in the MOT Benchmark are summarized in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. The
proposed method returns a longer runtime performance compared with the
existing RFS based methods, such as EAMTTPub [29], GMPHD KCF [66]
and GM PHD [27]. In [29], target appearance models which usually consume
the most computations were not applied in the association. This increases
the tracking speed but generates less promising tracking results. In [66]
and [27], single-level based fusion trackers using hand-crafted features for
appearance modelling were used, in a sense, which can reduce the computa-
tional complexity. To further analyse the computation cost of the proposed
multi-level fusion system, runtime comparisons between the journal version
and previous conference papers are given in Table 5.6. These results reveal
the most consuming component is with the enhanced identity association,
particularly in the use of the appearance term. This can be comprehended
from the runtime of [30], computing the target appearance models and their
update in a many to many scenario clearly slows down the running speed,
especially when the environment becomes much congested. However, the
collaborative detector fusion approach [6] can run faster by disabling the
expensive appearance matching.
5.7.7 Failure cases
This section presents selected tracking failure cases of the proposed approach.
In Fig. 5.10 (a), it is clear to see that when a target is occluded for a longer
time, it will be labelled with a new identity after occlusion. For instance, the
woman on the left is initially labelled with a purple bounding box. When
she reappears after occlusion, she is initialized as a new born target with a
newly assigned green box. This can be further addressed by maintaining the
long-term memory of appearance models for potentially disappeared targets.
In addition, it is not difficult to see in Fig. 5.10 (b), two people switch their
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Figure 5.10. Selected tracking failure cases of the proposed method.
IDs on the right. A man in black shirt is initially labelled with a green
bounding box, but his identity (green box) is shifted to the man in white
shirt in the next frames. These challenges can be improved by incorporating
better deep features in the correlation matching, such as in [143] and [144], so
as to better discriminate targets within the occlusion region. Alternatively,
occlusion-aware detection [145] can be used in the future work to redetect
the targets after long-term occlusion.
5.8 Summary
In summary, this chapter contributed to improving tracking performance
by proposing a multi-level cooperative fusion approach within the GM-PHD
filter framework. By performing the feature-level fusion between the pro-
posed DCM model and spatio-temporal information, the ambiguities in the
identity association were effectively mitigated, especially when targets are
in close proximity. For the decision-level fusion, a new fusion strategy was
proposed with real and virtual zones to alleviate the issue of missed detec-
tions in the original GCI fusion rule, thereby maximizing the complementary
benefits using both detectors. As a whole, such a multi-level fusion approach
can simultaneously acquire more reliable tracks and recover missed targets
under various challenging scenarios.
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In Section 5.7.3, performance analysis with an ablation study were made
to investigate the contributions from different proposed components. For the
feature level fusion, the fused feature model improves the MOTA of spatial-
temporal model by 7.8% and the appearance model by 1.6%. For the decision
level fusion, The proposed fusion method achieves noticeably improved per-
formance on almost all the presented metrics with particular improvements
in MOTA ranging from 4.5% to 10.1%, as compared to baseline methods.
Evaluations on the MOTChallenge in Section 5.7.4 were shown to confirm
the effectiveness of the proposed approach as well as the improved perfor-
mance particularly in FN and ML, which means that the issue of missed
detections have been effectively alleviated. The proposed fusion method
achieves best tracking performance among all RFS based methods in both
benchmarks. Typically, comparing with the PHD GSDL17 [10] which has
been presented in Chapter 3, the proposed method reduces a large amount
of FNs, and improves MOTA by 1.6%, MT by 1.8% and ML by 2.5%.
On the other hand, selected examples of tracking failures were given
and analyzed in 5.7.7. As a suggestion for future work, FP in the proposed
fusion approach can be further improved by exploiting the long-term latency
of target trajectories. To further improve occlusion issues, techniques using
better deep features in [143] [144] as well as occlusion-aware detection [145]




Measurement-driven filtering methods provide several solutions to address
the existing issues in the task of online multiple human tracking, particularly
to deal with the challenges of unknown number of targets, noisy detections
and missed detections. PHD filtering performed together with tracking-by-
detection is the fundamental framework which carries through all the studies
of multiple human tracking in this thesis. Overall, this thesis has effectively
fulfilled the six objectives mentioned in Chapter 1, by investigating three
different approaches which are allocated in three contributions to address the
challenging problems in multiple human tracking, such as varying number of
targets, background clutter and missed detections. The effectiveness of these
proposed works was validated by extensive experimental evaluations on real
dataset, where in-depth discussions with other state-of-the-art methods on
the benchmark leaderboard were made in both quantitative and qualitative
ways.
In this final chapter, the contributions of this thesis as well as the limita-
tions are summarized and discussed in Section 6.1. Then the future research
directions to further improve multiple human tracking are indicated in Sec-
tion 6.2.
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6.1 Conclusions
In Chapter 3, a new adaptive gating strategy was initially developed in the
SMC-PHD filter. The main functionality of this design was to strengthen the
measurement-driven mechanism, and then specifically refine the raw mea-
surements by adaptively updating the gating region with the aid of target size
and spatial information. The main advantage is that it allows the measure-
ments either from survival targets or new-born targets to be better classified,
so that the subsequent PHD updating step can be more efficiently performed.
Then in the birth intensity estimation, visual target features including the
HOG and color histogram were utilized through a group-structured dictio-
nary learning approach to recover the valid birth measurements. The motiva-
tion behind this was to exploit the discriminative power of group structured
sparsity to enhance the ability of discriminating the targets from the noisy
environment, where the group structure can reinforce the within-class con-
sistency of same targets under different illumination and pose conditions.
To deal with the target appearance changes, the SimCO algorithm was ef-
ficiently implemented with the designed structure pattern in the dictionary
update stage. The OSPA evaluations were made to investigate the effective-
ness of individual proposed contributions in this chapter. Compared with
different state-of-the-art RFS-based methods, the proposed method achieved
the lowest OSPA scores. Evaluations on the MOT15 and MOT17 bench-
marks further validated the superiority of the proposed method compared
with other state-of-the-art methods, where the proposed method improves
the MOTA by 8.2% and 12.0% as compared to [29] and [60] on the MOT15
dataset. The proposed method also achieves the second best online tracker
ranked on the leaderboard of MOT17 Challenge, as well as performs well in
terms of tracking precision (high MOTP), fewer targets lost (low ML) and
more targets tracked (high MT).
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Chapter 4 was particularly presented to expose the paramount impor-
tance of detection selection to the entire tracking pipeline by performing
the analysis in both statistics and visualization, and thus proposed a novel
enhanced detection reliability approach. Firstly, by taking advantage of the
classification power of mask R-CNN, the original confidence score for each
detection was well regained in a global-to-local manner. The benefit of the
proposed confidence rescoring strategy is that the correspondence between
true target candidates and confidence scores can be better established. Fol-
lowing by a newly developed pruning algorithm Soft-ANMS which was used
to further suppress the highly scored duplicate detections, both designs were
performed sequentially to supply more reliable measurements for the track-
ing process. It is noteworthy that the proposed approach can be worked as
an independent module for detection dependent tracking systems. Besides,
this chapter also utilized the CNN features for target appearance model-
ing, instead of using hand-crafted features in Chapter 3. Evaluations on the
MOT16 benchmark verified the efficacy of the proposed EDR algorithm in
the measurement selection, particularly reduces 87.1% of FPs and retains
95.2% of TPs, in comparison with the baseline method. Moreover, the im-
proved tracking performance in FP and MOTA demonstrated the proposed
EDR module is able to reduce false detections and promote the tracking
accuracy. The proposed method achieves the best MOTA scores in both
evaluated sequences, and in particular outperforms the baseline method by
9.0% and 18.2% respectively.
In Chapter 5, the entire tracking process was generally established from
a multi-level data fusion perspective. Following the concept of using CNN
feature based appearance models above, the first contribution was to further
study the CNN features with multiple scales, since they were able to better
preserve both spatial and semantic representation of the target appearances
compared with features only extracted from the last layer. These features
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were then used to learn target-specific classifiers using correlation filters to
form the proposed discriminative correlation matching scheme which distin-
guishes the tracked target between the background and other human targets.
This was further combined with spatio-temporal information to accomplish
the feature-level fusion with the aim of mitigating the ambiguities in the
target association. The second contribution targeted at addressing the issue
of missed detection, which was not comprehensively studied in the previous
technical contributions. To this end, two human detectors were worked to-
gether to gain more complementary information. Then, the proposed robust
fusion center was constructed with virtual and real zones to specifically deal
with the missed detections at the decision level. By combining the previously
mentioned feature-level fusion, such a multi-level fusion approach performed
well to remedy the deficiency of the usage of single detectors. The effective-
ness of proposed method at different fusion stages was verified on the evalu-
ation datasets. For the benchmark evaluations, the proposed fusion method
overall achieves best tracking performance among all RFS based methods in
both benchmarks. comparing with the PHD GSDL17 [10] which has been
presented in Chapter 3, the proposed method reduces a large amount of FNs,
and improves MOTA by 1.6%, MT by 1.8% and ML by 2.5%. In addition,
the performance of FN and ML demonstrate the proposed fusion method is
advantageous compared with other state-of-the-art trackers, so the issue of
missed detections has been alleviated. However the proposed fusion method
unavoidably infused the futile or unreliable measurements into the tracking
system, which results in more false positives.
6.2 Future work
Although the proposed methods have achieved promising performance on the
research field of multiple human tracking, there are still several areas that
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can be further developed to improve this study. This section also aims to
provide some potential future research directions for any researchers planning
to enter this field.
In this thesis, person re-identification as one of the computer vision tasks
has been successfully exploited and transferred to promote the tracking al-
gorithm by quantifying the visual similarities between targets. However,
this technique can further push forward the target matching step by incor-
porating human skeletons and mask related features, since human gaze and
silhouettes can be used as additional cues to enhance the data association.
It is also possible that other kinds of vision tasks such as scene understand-
ing and gait recognition, can be available for better interpretation of human
tracking, since investigating the different scene contexts other than pedes-
trians can be useful to analyze the human movements.
Handling frequent and long-term occlusions is still a challenging issue
within the tracking family, and its quality directly affects almost all the
tracking performance measures. Therefore, there are plenty of future works
towards addressing this issue. Firstly, the occluded target during the oc-
clusion can be considered a special type of missed detection. Analyzing the
association between trajectories in a temporal window could be beneficial
to estimate or interpolate the missing positions. Possible solutions in this
trend can rely on the deep learning methods such as RNNs and LSTMs
which are good at exhibiting temporal dynamic behaviors thereby better
investigating the missing nodes of target trajectories. Another issue can be
benefited by incorporating a more discriminative CNN features association
step, such as in [143] and [144], thereby better reconstruct target trajecto-
ries after the occlusions. In addition, occlusion-aware detection [145] as a
redetection technique can be also a good option to particularly deal with
long-term occlusions.
It should be noted that performing an accurate prediction step in the
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Bayesian tracking approaches can also achieve desirable tracking perfor-
mance, even without the help of visual understanding. This requires an
effective human motion forecasting mechanism which can well predict target
next movement based on the previous trajectories. Understanding human
movements in a data-driven pattern could be a feasible solution, which favors
learning from the past to predict the next occurring event. In this way, more
realistic human trajectories can be generated, and commonly used linear or
non-linear assumptions on the human motion can be avoided.
Interestingly, some of existing challenging issues in multiple human track-
ing such as noisy and missed detections, are intrinsically due to the poor qual-
ity in the detection stages. In fact, most of contributed works in this thesis
encompassed the solutions to aforementioned problems which are actually
not originated from tracking part. For this purpose, further advancements
on the human detector could be a direct approach to benefit the tracing per-
formance, and it can also avoid the unnecessary processing in the tracking
part. Therefore, it is expected that a simple but effective real-time tracking
system for the next generation of video surveillance would be achieved by
combining a nearly perfect detector with a simplified filtering process.
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